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Abstract
Tensor models admit the large N limit dominated by the graphs called melons. The melons
are caracterized by the Gurau number $ = 0 and the amplitude of the Feynman graphs
are proportional to N−$. Other leading order contributions i.e. $ > 0 called pseudo-
melons can be taken into account in the renormalization program. The following paper
deals with the renormalization group for a U(1)-tensorial group field theory model taking
into account these two sectors (melon and pseudo-melon). It generalizes a recent work
[arXiv:1803.09902], in which only the melonic sector have been studied. Using the power
counting theorem the divergent graphs of the model are identified. Also, the effective
vertex expansion is used to generate in detail the combinatorial analysis of these two
leading order sectors. We obtained the structure equations, that help to improve the
truncation in the Wetterich equation. The set of Ward-Takahashi identities is derived and
their compactibility along the flow provides a non-trivial constraints in the approximation
shemes. In the symmetric phase the Wetterich flow equation is given and the numerical
solution is studied.
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1 Introduction
The consistent formulation of the quantum theory of gravity (QG) is one of the funda-
mental and tedious problem of modern physics, which remains unsolved, and must prob-
ably intertwines between quantum mechanics (QM) and general relativity (GR). Its have
evolved a lot since the last two decades due to the appearance of new background indepen-
dent approaches such as loop quantum gravity, dynamical triangulations, noncommutative
geometry (see [1]-[8] and references therein). Recently, tensors models (TMs) and group
field theories (GFTs) are developed as new way to investigate this conundrum question
[9]-[28]. TMs generalize matrix models and are considered as a convenient formalism for
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studying random geometry in dimensions D ≥ 3. Its provide a well-defined framework for
addressing QG in higher dimensions and its cortege of consequences on integrable systems
[19]. GFTs are quantum field theories over the group manifolds and are considered as
a second quantization of loop quantum gravity [16]. GFT is characterised by a specific
form of non-locality in their interactions, with the basis variable being a complex field,
function of d-group elements [9], [27]. Recently TMs and GFTs are merged to provide the
so called tensorial group field theory (TGFT) [29]-[58]. It can also be viewed as a new
proposal for quantum field theories based on a Feynman path integral, which generates
random graphs describing simplicial pseudo manifolds. It aims at providing a content to
a phase transition called geometrogenesis scenario by relating a discrete quantum prege-
ometric phase of our spacetime to the classical continuum limit consistent with Einstein
GR [44]-[46]. In short, within this approach, our spacetime and its geometry has to be
reconstructed or must emerge from more fundamental and discrete degrees of freedom. Its
very encouraging features such as renormalization of large class of models and asymptotic
freedom on the one hand [47]-[50], and a coexistence with a Wilson-Fisher fixed point, on
the other hand [51]-[57], ensure not only the quantum consistency at macroscopic scales
but also, the possible existence of the condensate phase [67].
The renormalization of TGFT models started with the work given in [37]-[38]. The
multiscale analysis and power counting theorem are used to prove that the U(1)- tensor
models in three and four dimensions are just renormalizable. Very quickly several other
interesting models is studied and have proved to be just and super renormalizable [29]-[43].
The classification of the renormalizable TGFT models framework are also investigated
[32]. The computation of the β-functions to prove the asymptotic freedom and safety is
also given [47]-[50]. Very recently the functional renormalization group (FRG) method
is introduced in the context of TGFT and allowed to solve the flow equations of these
various models [51]-[57]. The occurence of non-perturbative fixed points and their critical
behavior in the UV and IR is studied. The confirmation of the asymptotic freedom and
safety are also given. The FRG for TGFT [54] derived from the method using in the case
of matrix models [69]-[78] can be simply applied when the dimension of tensors is not
very high (d = 3, d = 4, d = 5). In the case where d ≥ 6 due to the combinatoric, other
technical methods require to be proposed. In [53] this question is solved and turned on
a new way for investigating the FRG to higher dimensions tensors models [56]-[58]. FRG
can be roughly described as a flow in a certain infinite dimensional functional space for
actions, the theory space. The scale plays the role of time for this flow. Its allows the
construction of a set of effective action Γs, −∞ ≤ s ≤ +∞, which interpolates between
the classical action S and the full effective action Γ such that this full effective action
is obtained for the value s = −∞ [70]. Γ is also called the generating functional of one-
particle irreducible vertices. At the same time when s walks R the flow equations enable us
to interpolate smoothly between the UV laws and the IR phenomena for our systems. The
flow equations is described by the Weterich equation in which the choice of IR regulator
and the full effective action remains the only condition to provide solutions and probably
maybe help to derive the fixed points.
The Feynman graphs of TM can be organized as a serie in 1/N and therefore the class
of combinatorial objects can be selected. In the large N limit the dominant graphs are
called melon [24]-[25]. This limit allows us to understand the statistical physics properties
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such as continuum limits, phase transitions and critical exponents. Taking into account
the Gurau 1/N - expansion the amplitudes of the Feynman graphs are proportional to
N−$, ($ is the Gurau degree), and the melonic contributions are caracterized by $ = 0.
However, it might be possible to consider the non-melonic leading order contributions
$ 6= 0, which we call in this work the pseudo-melonic graphs. The canonical dimension of
the melons and the pseudo-melons is identified for the n-point graphes. The new leading
order contributions (the pseudo-melons) modify dractically the power counting theorem
and the renormalization properties of the class of models studied in this direction. In
the non-perturbative analysis of the TGFT with melonic and pseudo-melonic graphs the
FRG should be carefully use. There are several reason to consider the mixing melon and
pseudo-melon see [65]-[66] for more explanation. The combinatorial analysis of these two
sectors generated an intermediate sector between melon and pseudo-melon and should be
taking into account in the renormalization program. This point will be discussed in detail
throughout this work.
Recently one new breakthrough is done in the context of FRG of TGFT models, to
improve the truncation and to choose the regulator in the appropriate way [59]. This is
possible by adding in the Wetterich equation, the so called structure equations and the
Ward-Takahashi identities. In the case of symmetric phase a nontrivial UV attractive
fixed point is given. The WT identities is used to defined the nontrivial constraint on
the flows and therefore the method proposed in [59] is totally different from the usual
FRG method. Despite all the results in this recent contribution, a lot of questions need
to be addressed. First the non-melonic Leading order contribution should been taken
into account in the flow equations. The non–symmetric phase need also to be scrutinize
using probably the intermediate field representation. The purpose of the following work
is to provide the FRG by taking into account the leading order contribution (the melonic
and pseudo-melonic graphs) in the flow equations. The new power counting theorem is
derived and the classification of the graphs that contribute to these two sectors is given.
The structure equations and the set of WT-identities are used to provide a nontrivial
constraint on the reliability of the approximation schemes, especially on the truncation
and the choice of the regulator. The comparisons between these new results and what we
obtain in the case of usually truncation is also given.
The paper is organized as follows: In section (2) we provide the usefull definitions and
notations, which will be used throughout the paper. Particularly we give the definition
of our model and its symmetries, and then introduced the FRG method by giving the
Wetterich equation. In section (3) the effective vertex expansion is studied. We identified
the renormalization sector by using the power counting theorem. We also computed the
canonical dimension of the n-point Feynman graphs that contribute to melons and pseudo-
melons independently. In section (4) The same analysis as the previous section is given by
mixing these two sectors. By contracting the elementary melon we generate the familly of
six point vertices in which we considered only the non-branching sector. We identified one
new leading order contribution that we called intermediate sector. The structure equations
for melons pseudo-melons and intermediate graphs are also given carefully. Section (5)
is devoted to the FRG analysis of the model using not only the structure equations but
also the set of WT-identities as non-trivial constraints in the approximation shemes. The
phase diagrams around the fixed points are also built and examinated. We then provide
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discussion between our method and what we obtained in the case of ordinary truncation.
In section (6) discussions and conclusion of our work is given. The set of two appendices
is given. In appendix (A) the computation of the useful formulas concerning convergent
sums that we used in the core of this paper are given. In appendix (B) the usual FRG
analysis for a model is given. chosen the truncation in appropriate way and the regulator
the flow of the couplings and mass are given. The proof of the asymtotically safety is also
scrutinized.
2 Flowing on tensorial group field theory space
A tensorial group field theory (TGFT) is a field theory defined on a direct product of group
manifolds. In this paper we focus on an Abelian group field theory, defined on d-copies of
the unitary group U(1) isomorphic to the complex numbers of module 1. We consider a
pair of fields, say φ and φ¯ on U(1)d
φ, φ¯ : U(1)d → C . (1)
The dynamics of the TGFT model is governed by the classical action S(φ, φ¯) chosen to
be of the form
S(φ, φ¯) =
∫
dg φ¯(g)(−∆g +m2)φ(g) + Sint(φ, φ¯) , (2)
where ∆g denotes the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the torus U(1)d and g := (g1, · · · , gd) ∈
U(1)d. For a tensorial theory, the interaction Sint is a sum of connected tensorial invariants
Sint(φ, φ¯) =
∑
n Vn(φ, φ¯) made with an equal number n of fields φ and φ¯, whose arguments
are identified and summed only between φ and φ¯. A generic interaction term in Vn is then
of the form:
υh(φ, φ¯) = λh
∫ n∏
p=1
dgp dg¯p
n∏
p=1
φ(gp)φ¯(g¯p)
n∏
p=1
d∏
i=1
δ(gip − g¯ihi(p)) , (3)
where δ denotes the Dirac delta distribution over U(1) and λh denotes the coupling con-
stant. The interaction as well as the coupling are indexed with a set of maps h := {hi , i =
1, · · · , d} such that for any p ∈ J1, nK; hi(p) ∈ J1, nK. We can then associate black and
white nodes respectively for fields φ and φ¯, and a link between black and white nodes for
each delta, labeled by a color index running from 1 to d. As a result, each interaction can
be then labeled from an unique colored bipartite regular graph rather than with the map
h; and Vn may be decomposed as a sum of terms indexed with such a graphs γn with n
white nodes:
Vn(φ, φ¯) =
∑
γn
υγn(φ, φ¯) . (4)
For the rest of this paper, we call valence the integer n. Such graphs are called tensorial
invariants bubbles, or simply bubbles. As an example, for n = 4 and d = 5 we get:
V4(φ, φ¯) =
d∑
i=1
λ4,i i +
d∑
j<i
λ4,ij ij , (5)
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where each color on the graphs corresponds to one of the integer of the set J1, d K, and
λ4,i, λ4,ij denote coupling constants. Note that in this representation we identified the
diagram with the interaction itself. For convenience, in the rest of this paper, we do not
work on U(1)d but on its Fourier dual space Zd. Fixing the group representation, any
element g ∈ U(1) can be uniquely represented as a complex number of module 1: g = eiθ
with θ ∈ [0, 2pi[. The fields can then be viewed as functions over the complex unit circle,
depending on d–angular coordinates φ(θ1, · · · , θd) and φ¯(θ1, · · · , θd), so that their Fourier
decomposition writes as
φ(θ1, · · · , θd) =
∑
~p∈Zd
T~p e
i
∑d
j=1 θjpj , φ¯(θ1, · · · , θd) =
∑
~p∈Zd
T¯~p e
−i∑dj=1 θjpj . (6)
T and T¯ are maps from Zd to C. They are d-tensors with infinite size. In Fourier
components, the classical action (2) becomes, for d = 5:
S(T, T¯ ) =
∑
~p
T¯~p (~p
2 +m2 )T~p + λ4,1
d∑
i=1
i + λ4,2
d∑
j<i
ij + · · · , (7)
where we have chosen the same coupling for the two sets of interactions pictured above.
In Fourier space, the Dirac delta occurring in the interactions like in (3) become discrete
Kronecker delta. Because their explicit expressions shall be useful in the next sections, we
give the decomposition of the following two diagrams:
i =:
∑
{~pi}
V(4,1) i~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4T~p1T¯~p2T~p3T¯~p4 , ij =:
∑
{~pi}
V(4,2) ij~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4T~p1T¯~p2T~p3T¯~p4 , (8)
where:
V(4,1) i~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 = δp1ip4iδp2ip3i
∏
j 6=i
δp1jp2jδp3jp4j , (9)
and:
V(4,2) ij~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 =
∏
l=i,j
δp1lp4lδp2lp3l
∏
k 6=i,j
δp1kp2kδp3kp4k . (10)
In the literature, the first diagrams are known as melonics. For our purpose, we then
denote as pseudo-melonics the second ones with two weak edges rather than one. Because
of their importance in the rest of this paper, we will denote by Bi the 4-valent melonic
diagrams and Bij the 4-valent pseudo-melonic ones. The indices i and ij referring to the
weak edges in both cases.
Among their properties, the tensorial interactions have revealed a new and non-trivial
notion of locality, said traciality, which is the only one appropriate to deals with non-local
structure of the interactions over the group manifold. In particular, traciality allowed
to renormalize the quantum field theory version of these classical theory, and it plays an
important role in the building of their renormalization group flow [30]. Without additional
gauge invariance like closure constraint, traciality reduce to tensoriality [39]. Then we
retain the following definition:
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Definition 1 A connected tensorial invariant bubble interaction is said to be local. In
the same footing, any interacting action expanded as a sum of such diagrams is said to be
local.
The quantum theory is then defined from the partition function3:
Z(J, J¯) =
∫
dTdT¯ e−S(T,T¯ )+JT¯+J¯T , (11)
where dT (resp. dT¯ ) is the standard Lebesgue measure for path integration and JT¯ :=∑
~p J~pT¯~p. Because of the ultraviolet (UV) divergences, we introduce a regularization which
suppress the high momenta contributions. There are different choices of regularization
functions. The most common for renormalization are Schwinger and sharp regularizations.
For our purpose, it is suitable to consider the sharp regularization, such that the UV
regularized free 2-point functions is:
CΛ(~p, ~p
′) :=
Θ(Λ2 − ~p 2)
~p 2 +m2
δ~p~p ′ . (12)
where Θ is the Heaviside step function. The presence of the Laplacian propagator in
the classical action (2) generates a canonical notion of scale over the Feynman graphs.
For TGFTs, these graphs are dual to simplicial topological manifold, and then generate
discretization of topologial spaces from the pertubrative expansion itself. An example of
such a Feynman graph is given in Figure (1), the dotted edges being Wick contractions
between T and T¯ fields. We conventionally attribute the color 0 to these edges.
Figure 1: A typical Feynman graph contributing to the perturbative expansion of the
connected 2-point functions. The dotted edges correspond to free propagator contractions
between pair of fields.
An important notion for tensorial Feynman diagrams is the notion of faces, whose we
recall in the following definition:
Definition 2 A face is defined as a maximal and bicolored connected subset of lines, nec-
essarily including the color 0. We distinguish two cases:
• The closed or internal faces, when the bicolored connected set correspond to a cycle.
3Strictly speaking the term "quantum" is abusive, we should talk about statistical model, or quantum
field theory in the euclidean time.
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• The open or external faces when the bicolored connected set does not close as a cycle.
The boundary of a given face is then the subset of its dotted edges, and its length is defined
as the number of internal dotted edges on its boundary.
To complete this definition, we provide what we call internal/external edges and inte-
rior/boundary vertices:
Definition 3 On a given Feynman graph, the set of edges split into internal and external
edges. External edges come from the Wick contraction with external fields and internal
edges come from the Wick contractions between vertex fields. Moreover, a vertex is said
to be a boundary vertex if at least one of the external edges is hooked to him. It is an
interior vertex otherwise. Finally, we define the interior of a Feynman diagram as the set
of internal vertices with dotted edges.
The quantum fluctuation can then be integrated out from higher to lower scales, generating
a sequence of effective theories which describes a curve into the theory space. Along the
trajectories, all the coupling constant move from their initial definition, their running
describing the renormalization group flow. The FRG is a specific method to build such a
running, well adapted to the TGFT context. To parametrize the flow, we then introduce
a real parameter s ∈ ]−∞,+∞[ and a one parameter family of models Zs such that:
Zs[J, J¯ ] :=
∫
dTdT¯ e−S(T,T¯ )−Rs(T,T¯ )+J¯T+T¯ J . (13)
The regulator term Rs(T, T¯ ) depends on the running scale k = es such that Λ ≥ k ≥ 0,
and introduce a dynamical splitting into high and low scales. It act as a mass term which
decouples the low scales contributions from long distance physics, allowing to build an
effective action Γs for long distance observable, such that higher scales fluctuation have
been integrated out and the coupling constants moved from their initial values to their
effective values at the given scale k.
To make this more concrete, the regulator is chosen of the form [70]-[72].
Rs(T, T¯ ) =
∑
~p∈Zd
rs(~p
2)T¯~p T~p , (14)
so that the regulator function rs(~p ) may be suitably introduced in the kinetic part of the
action, providing us the effective Gaussian propagator :
Cs(~p
2) =
1
~p 2 +m2 + rs(~p 2)
, (15)
where we assumed Λ  k so that the UV regulator disappears. The regulator function
satisfy some properties ensuring that fluctuations are well integrated, among them (see
[80] for more details):
• rs ≥ 0,
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• lims→−∞ rs = 0,
• lims→∞ rs =∞ .
The last condition ensures that the initial conditions are those imposed by the classical
action itself. Moreover, the second condition ensures that all the fluctuations are integrated
out in the deep infrared (IR). The first condition finally protect the flow from singularities.
Note that UV and IR correspond respectively to the ending points of the domain of s:
k =∞ in the UV sector and k = 0 in the IR. The central object in the FRG approach is
the averaged action Γs, defined as the (slightly modified) Legendre transform of the free
energy Ws := ln(Zs):
Γs[M, M¯ ] +Rs[M, M¯ ] = J¯M + M¯J −Ws[J, J¯ ] , (16)
where M (resp. M¯) is the means field:
M :=
∂Ws
∂J¯
(
resp. M¯ =
∂Ws
∂J
)
. (17)
The presence of the regulator on the left hand side ensure the following initial conditions
holds:
Γs=−∞ = Γ , Γs=+∞ = S , (18)
where S is the classical action and Γ the full effective action for rs = 0. The renormalization
group flow is then described from an order one non-linear differential equation for Γs [73]:
Γ˙s =
∑
~p
r˙s(~p
2)Gs(~p, ~p) , (19)
where the dot designates the derivative with respect to s i.e. Γ˙s := ∂Γs∂s and
G−1s :=
∂2Γs
∂M∂M¯
+ rs =: Γ
(2)
s + rs , (20)
is the effective 2-point function. Moreover, the regulator is chosen such that only a finite
windows of momenta contributes to the sum, ensuring that it is finite both in UV and
IR. This equation is both simple and complicated. Simple, because it is of order one with
respect to the flow parameter s. Moreover, it only involves a single effective loop rather
than a multi-loop expansion as in standard Wilson-Polchinski approach, and is then well
adapted to non-perturbative considerations. However, this equation is also highly non-
linear, and except for very special cases, it is impossible to solve it exactly. Extracting
from it a non-perturbative information on the renormalization group fow then requires ap-
proximations. The most popular for TGFT are truncations [51]-[57]. With this method,
the flow in the full theory space is projected into a reduced dimensional subspace. Another
method, already considered in [59] and that we will use in this paper may be called effec-
tive vertex method. Taking successive derivatives of Γs in flow equation (19), we then get
an infinite hierarchical system, expressing Γ˙(n)s in terms of Γ(n+2)s and Γ(n+1)s . The effective
vertex method stop the infinite hierarchical tower of equation expressing Γ(n+2)s and Γ(n+1)s
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in terms of derivatives up to a certain n, so that the system of equation becomes closed.
The importance of this new method comes from the fact that we keep the full momentum
dependence on the effective vertex. We will compare the two methods in the last section,
and point out the new behavior coming from the full momentum dependence.
Now let us give an important aspect about the construction of the flow and the difference
between symmetric and non-symmetric phases. Usually, these terms refers to the value of
the mean field M . For M = 0, the model is said to be in the symmetric phase. Otherwise
the model is said to be in the non-symmetric phase. For tensorial group field theories, we
adopt another definition, already considered in [59]:
Definition 4 Symmetric and non-symmetric phases As long as the effective two-
points function Gs remains diagonal: Gs(~p, ~q ) ∝ δ~p ~q, the theory is said to be in the
symmetric or perturbative phase. If this is not the case the theory is said to be in the
non-symmetric or non-perturbative regime.
This definition comes from the fact that in a perturbative regime, all the 1PI correlations
functions of the form Γ(2n+1)s vanishes. Moreover, the conservation of the external mo-
menta running along the boundaries of the external faces ensure the presence of a global
conservation Kronecker delta δ~p ~q. For instance, let us consider the violet external face on
the Feynman graph given on Figure (1):
. (21)
The path of the boundary of the violet face in equation (21) is indicated with arrow. Each
propagator share a Kronecker delta, as well as each colored edge. Then, the momentum
is already conserved along the path. The same property is true for all colors. Now, let
us consider Γ(2)s;~p ~q (M, M¯) for a non vanishing means fields. Expanding it in power of these
fields, we get:
Γ
(2)
s;~p ~q(M, M¯) = Γ
(2)
s;~p ~q (0, 0) +
∑
~p1,~p2
Γ
(4)
s;~p ~q;~p1,~p2
(0, 0)M~p1M¯~p2 + · · · . (22)
Perturbatively, the first term of the expansion Γ(2)s;~p ~q(0, 0) is proportional to δ~p ~q. However,
it is not the case of the next term. Indeed, a leading order contribution to the second term
could be, at the first order in perturbative expansion for Γ(4)s;~p ~q;~p1,~p2(0, 0):
M¯M
i
~p1 ~p2
∝
∑
~k∈Zd−1
M~k,p1iM¯~k,p2i
∏
j 6=i
δp1jp2j , (23)
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where the fat black edges correspond to Kronecker delta contractions. As a result, except
for very special mean field configurations ensuring that∑
~k∈Zd−1
M~k,p1iM¯~k,p2i ∝ δp1ip2i ,
Γ
(2)
s;~p ~q cannot be diagonal for non vanishing means fields
4. In the rest of this paper, we
consider only the symmetric phase and the effective vertices then can be considered as the
first terms correction in means field expansion like in (22).
Finally let us ended this section by introducing the notion of boundary graph:
Definition 5 Consider G as a connected Feynman graph with 2N external edges. The
boundary graph ∂G is obtained from G keeping only the external blacks and whites nodes
hooked to the external edges, connected together with colored edges following the path drawn
from the boundaries of the external faces in the interior of the graph G. ∂G is then a
tensorial invariant itself with N blacks (resp. whites) nodes. An illustration is given on
Figure (2).
G
1
2
3
4
Graph G
→
1
4
3
2
Boundary graph of G
Figure 2: An opening Feynman graph with 4 external edge and its boundary graph. The
strand in the interior of G represent the path following by the external faces.
3 Melonic and pseudo-melonic sectors
This section address the renormalization of a TGFT model, mixing standard melons and
a new interacting sector called pseudo-melonic. In a first time we recall some properties
of renormalizable theories and consider the purely melonic sector, which has been showed
to be just-renormalizable for d = 5. In a second time, we define the new family that we
call pseudo-melons, and show that it is power-counting renormalizable for φ6 interactions.
4Note that the last condition holds for theory with closure constraint, a gauge invariance ensuring that,
“on shell",
∑d
i=1 pi = 0. If M and M¯ are on shell, the product M~k,p1iM¯~k,p2i is therefore proportional to
δp1ip2i .
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3.1 Renormalizable sectors
Basically, a renormalizable sector is a proliferating family of divergent graphs having the
same combinatorial structure and the same power counting, such that their divergences
can be canceled from a finite set of counter-terms. For our model with kinetic laplacian
term as boundary condition in the UV, the degree of divergences ω of a Feynman graph
with L internal propagator edges and F internal faces is:
ω = −2L+ F . (24)
We recall the well known classification criterion. Let us consider a given sector.
• If the degree of divergence depends only on the number of external edges, and decrease
with him, the theory is said to be superficially just-renormalizable.
• If the degree of divergence depends on the number of external edges, and decreases both
with the number of vertices and external edges, the theory is said to be superficially super
renormalizable.
• If the degree of divergence depends on the number of external edges, and increases with
the number of vertices and/or the number of external edges, the theory is said to be su-
perficially non-renormalizable.
The adjective “superficially" refers to the fact that such a classification remains heuristic
without a rigorous proof for finitness of renormalized amplitudes. The renormalization of
TGFT models by considering only the melonic sector is given in [29]-[39] and references
therein. We expect that the new sectors that we will consider in this paper requires min-
imal modifications on the proofs given in these references, and we will only proof the key
properties allowing to extend them trivially. Moreover, we left the adjective “superficially"
for the rest of this paper.
We now give a precise definition of a sector.
Definition 6 Families and sectors.
• A family F is a set of proliferating connected non-vacuum graphs which have the same
degree of divergence and the same boundary graph. A family is then labeled with a couple
F = (ω, γn) with n > 1, γn being a connected invariant bubble of valence n. The leading
family Fγn,ωn have the maximal divergence degree ωn i.e. ωn = maxγn ω.
• A leading sector S is a set of leading families S = {Fγn,ωn} such that each boundary
graphs γn are sums of the boundaries graphs having smallest valence – up to an eventual
prescription for the sum. The set of family whose boundaries graphs have the smallest
valence is called root set, and their elements root families.
• A sub-leading sector is a sector whose families have the same boundary graphs as the
families of the leading sector, but smallest degree of divergence.
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Then all the diagrams in a given familly behaves like Λω with the UV cut-off Λ. Moreover,
we recall the definition of the sum of connected invariants:
Definition 7 Let γn and γm are two bubbles with valence n and m respectively. Let
n1 ∈ γn and n2 ∈ γm two black and white nodes. The sum γn ∗n1n2 γm is the connected
bubble of valence n+m− 2 obtained from γn and γm as:
• Drawing an edge between n1 and n2
• Contracting it, deleting the end nodes n1 and n2 and connecting together the colored
edges hooked to them following their respective colors.
Figure (3) provides an example.
→ →
Figure 3: The sum of two connected melonics bubbles.
Among the motivations for these definition, we recall that the sum of connected tensorial
invariant5 does not change the Gurau degree characterizing the tensorial invariant of col-
ored random tensor models [24]-[25]. The sectors could be then labeled with their Gurau
degree.
From the definition of families and sectors, we define the notion of divergent families and
sectors as follow:
Definition 8 A family is said to be divergent if ω ≥ 0. Let S be a sector. The divergent
sector SD ⊂ S is the subset SD = {(ω, γn)|ω ≥ 0} of divergent families include into S.
Note that SD can be an empty set. If SD = ∅, the sector S is said to be safe.
Among the families and sectors, we must make the difference between the case for which
the divergent degree increase, decrease or is constant with respect to the number of vertices.
Note that when the divergent degree depend on the number of vertices, the families have
a short length. In contrast, when a family is made of an infinite number of graphs,
the divergent degrees, for fixed n does not depends on the number of vertices. This
consideration leads to the notion of superficially renormalizable sector :
Definition 9 Let SD ⊂ S the divergent sector on S and ‖SD‖ the number of elements in
SD. If ‖SD‖ <∞ and ∀F ∈ SD, ‖F‖ =∞, the sector is said to be superficially renormal-
izable. If ω = 0, the corresponding family is said to be superficially just-renormalizable.
5which is nothing that contraction of a 0-dipole, see definition (3.1).
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Note that the sub-leading order sectors must have a divergent sector, requiring to be sepa-
rately renormalized. The power-counting renormalizability is a first requirement to prove
that a given theory is renormalizable. In particular, a renormalizable theory requires the
definition of a finite set of local counter-terms canceling the infinities coming from the
divergent families. Then, renormalization requires a locality principle, allowing to localize
and subtract the divergences occurring in a Feynman diagram (including eventually the
full diagram itself). For tensorial theories, the relevant locality principle has been given
in the definition (1). Now we have to show that the renormalized amplitudes whose di-
vergences have been subtracted with appropriate counter-terms, are finite at all order.
Technically such a realization requires an appropriate slicing on the graphs, allowing to
subtract only the dangerous parts of the divergent graphs. All these technical subtleties
have been already considered in the literature for tensor field theories [30, 39], especially
for melonic sector. Beyond the melonic sector, other leading order sectors have been con-
sidered in [58] call necklaces. As mentioned above, the sector that we consider in this
paper in addition to the melons, the pseudo-melonic sector has many similarities with the
melons, and a rigorous proof of its renormalizability is a small modification of the proofs
given in [50]-[58] for melonic sector. We will briefly recall some of these requirements,
and then we will show in a second time that (the pseudo-melonic sector) satisfy many of
them. Let us mention that our presentation is highly sketched with respect to a rigorous
treatment, and have to be completed with the bibliographic details for unfamiliar readers.
Then let us recall some useful definitions that we will use in the rest of this work. We
start by giving the definition of k-dipoles and their contractions:
Definition 10 Let G a connected Feynman graph. A k-dipole is made with two black and
white nodes n and n¯ joining together with a dotted edge and k colored edges. Contracting
a k-dipole corresponds to delete the k+ 1 edges between the nodes as the nodes themselves,
and reconnected together the remaining colored edges following their respective colors. An
example is pictured on Figure (4).
→
Figure 4: A 3-dipole (on the left) and its contraction (on the right).
Another important aspect, especially concerning the power counting theorem is the notion
of contractibility, playing an important role in the localization and subtraction of diver-
gences. A first important remark is that the power counting for a given graph G increase
exactly of 2 under the contraction of spanning tree edge. Indeed, if an edge l ∈ T for
T ⊂ G, be a spanning tree of G , then, the graph G/l obtained from G by contracting
the edge l does not change the number of internal faces. However, the number L of edges
decreases to L − 1. Contracting all the edges of the spanning tree, we then get a con-
nected graph, said rosette and denoted by G¯. The divergence degrees of G and of one of
its rosettes G¯6 are then related by:
ω(G) = ω(G¯)− 2(V (G)− 1) , (25)
6In general, there are more than one spanning tree in a given graph.
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V (G) being the number of bubble vertices in the initial graph G, and V (G) − 1 is the
number of edges in a spanning tree of G. A rosette is then said to be contractible as soon
as the following definition holds:
Definition 11 Consider the family F , G ∈ F and G¯ the corresponding rosette. G¯ is said
to be contractibles if there exist k > 0 such that all the dotted edges in G¯ can be successively
contracted by k-dipole contraction.
This definition make sense due to the fact that for a family whose rosettes are k-dipole
contractible, the degree of divergence for rosettes can be easily computed leading to the
following divergence degree of G:
ω(G) = −2L(G) + k(L(G)− V (G) + 1). (26)
Indeed, contracting one k dipole is equivalent to remove one dotted edge, such that the
divergent degree is increased by 2. In the same time, we remove k internal faces, and
therefore ω(G¯) = (k − 2)L(G¯). Finally a relation between the number of internal edges
and vertices can be easily found, expressing L in terms of a sum involving the number
of vertices with a given valence [31]. Then, the renormalizability criteria may be directly
investigates.
First let us consider an example of the melonic sector and let adopt the following definition
useful particularly in the next section and also compatible with [24]-[25]:
Definition 12 The melonic sector SM is the sector in which, the root families have the
set {Bi} as boundary graphs. Its elements are called melonic families. Moreover, among
all the families having boundaries graphs of valence n, the melonic families optimized the
power counting. We call melonic bubbles and denote as M the set of all the tensorial
invariants obtained as sums of elementary melons in the set {Bi}.
The melonic sector has then the set {Bi} as smallest boundaries graphs. The melonic
graphs satisfy a recursive definition, and the non-vacuum diagrams can be obtained from
the vacuum ones. Note that the vacuum diagrams as well as 2-point diagrams are not in
the sector SM .
Definition 13 Vacuum melonic diagrams
• For a purely quartic model containing only the set {Bi} as interactions, the vacuum
melonic diagrams are recursively obtained from the elementary diagrams:
(27)
by replacing any of the dotted edge as:
→
i
(28)
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for arbitrary i. Figure (5) provides us an example of such quartic vacuum melons.
• For models involving higher melonic bubbles, obtaining as sums of elementary quartic
melon, the vacuum diagrams are obtained from quartic vacuum diagrams by contraction of
some 0-dipole. As illustration the figure (5) provides an example of such this contraction.
e1
e2e3
→
e1
e3
Figure 5: A quartic vacuum melonic diagrams with three vertices (on left), and a vacuum
melonic diagram with one 3-valent melonic interaction obtained from the first diagram by
the contraction of the edge e2 (on right).
Note that the elementary procedure allows to replace one edge with a 2-point tadpole
does not change the degree of divergence: To be more precise we add two dotted edges
and therefore decrease the degree by 4, but this variation is exactly compensated from the
creation of 4 internal faces. It is easy to cheek that ω = 5 for the quartic vacuum diagrams,
and this quantity increase exactly by 2(n− 2) when we add a n valent melonic interaction
with n > 2. We denote by SMV the set of vacuum quartic melonic diagrams. The 1PI
2-points melonic diagrams may be obtained from vacuum melons from the deletion of one
dotted edge. Obviously, deleting a dotted edge along a face of length higher to 1, we obtain
a 1PI graph. Then, to build a 2-point 1PI graph, we have only the choice to delete an
tadpole edge. The deletion suppress 5 internal faces, and one internal edge. The degree
of divergence for melonic 2-point graphs is then equal to 2. We then defined SM2 as the
set of quartic melonic 2-point graphs. The 1PI 4-points graphs will be then obtained from
the deletion of another tadpole dotted edge, and it is easy to cheek that the optimal way
is to delete an edge in the boundary of one external faces. A 4-point graph have then
two external vertices, 2(d − 1) external faces of length 2, whose boundaries are pairs of
external edges hooked to the same external vertex, and 2 external faces running through
the interior of the diagram. Figure (6) provides an example with two quartic vertices.
Figure 6: A 4-point melonic diagram with two vertices. We have 2× 4 external faces per
external vertex, and two external red faces running through the internal dotted edges.
For 1PI melonic diagrams with more external edges, we get [31]-[36]:
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Proposition 1 Let G be a 1PI 2N-points diagram with more than one vertex. It has N
external vertices, d−1 external faces per external vertex, and N external faces of the same
color running through the interior of the diagram.
Among the interesting properties of melonic diagrams, their rosettes are d − 1-dipole
contractible, so that formula (26) becomes:
ω(G) = −2L(G) + (d− 1)(L(G)− V (G) + 1) . (29)
Counting the number of edges in a Feynman graph with N external edges, and Vk vertices
of valence 2k, we get 2L =
∑
k 2kVk −N and setting d = 5:∑
k
2(k − 2)Vk(G) + 4−N(G) , (30)
so that the melonic interactions are just-renormalizable for the quartic set {Bi}. Then, the
dangerous sector SD,M for melonic graph only contain the leading families with boundaries
graphs γ2 ∈ {Bi}. This family is build of graphs with arbitrary size, meaning that each
leading family is an infinite set. SD,M is then a just-renormalizable divergent sector from
definition (9). To this set, we have to add the infinite set SM2 of 2-points melonic graphs,
which have power counting ω = 2. To illustrate how the renormalization work, let us
consider the four point graph pictured on Figure (6). Let A~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 the amplitude of the
corresponding diagram. Assuming that the red edges correspond to the component 1 in
the momentum space, we get:
A(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) = −4λ2A(p211, p221) SymV(4,1) 1~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 , (31)
where:
A(p211, p
2
21) :=
∑
~q∈Zd−1
1
~q 2 + p211 +m
2
1
~q 2 + p221 +m
2
, (32)
and
SymV(4,1) 1~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 = V
(4,1) 1
~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4
+ V(4,1) 1~p3,~p2,~p1,~p4 . (33)
From power counting, A(p211, p221) diverges logarithmically with the UV cut-off. However,
any derivative with respect to the external momenta p11 and p21 is convergent. Then,
only the first term in the Taylor expansion of A(p211, p221) is divergent and requires to be
subtracted:
A(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) = −4λ2A(0, 0) SymV(4,1) 1~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 + finite . (34)
Note that 2SymV(4,1) 1~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 is nothing but the combinatorial factor coming from the contrac-
tion of four external fields with an elementary 2-valent vertex B1. The divergent term can
be then exactly canceled adding in the original action the following one-loop counter-term:
δ1S = 2λ
2A(0, 0)
∑
{~pi}
V(4,1) 1~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4T~p1T¯~p2T~p3T¯~p4 . (35)
The counter-term is then factorized as an elementary bubble. For 2-points graphs, the
the first derivative of the divergent function have to be kept, leading to a wave function
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counter-term. This is in this sens that connected tensorial invariant can be viewed as
locals. For melonic sector, this property may be generalized for all orders: Any divergent
diagram may be factorized as an elementary melonic bubble times a divergent contribution
(see [31]-[36]).
In standard field theory, interactions can be classified following their dimensions. However,
in TGFT, there are no background space-time, and roughly speaking the action (2) is di-
mensionless. An appropriate notion of canonical dimension appears from renormalization
group flow considerations. Renormalizable interaction in particular has zero dimension, a
property corresponding to the marginal behavior of its renormalization group flow in the
vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point. Such a property is recovered for tensor field theories,
where just-renormalizable interactions have a marginal behavior. We can then define the
flow dimension as follow:
Definition 14 Let SD a renormalizable leading sector and F ∈ SD a divergent family
with ω = 0. The flow dimension of the corresponding boundary graph γn is then fixed to
zero.
In words, the renormalizable interactions scales logarithmically with the UV cut-off, which
is another way to say that their weight on the power counting is zero – as in equation
(30) for quartic melonic diagrams. The flow dimension of renormalizable couplings be-
ing fixed for all considered renormalizable sectors, we can associate a dimension for all
couplings as their optimal scaling. Moreover, this scaling may be directly read on the
power counting as well, if it exist. This is explicitly the case on equation (30). Without
explicit power counting, the flow dimension is obviously closely related to the degree of
divergence. Moreover, ω is a sum and difference of integers, the number of dotted edges
and faces, respectively weighted with 2 and 1. Added an edge decrease of 2 the degree
of divergence, while added a face increase it by one. It is then coherent to associate a
canonical dimension 2 for each edges of a theory with Laplacian type propagator, and a
dimension 1 for each faces. From these considerations, we associate a canonical dimension
2 for mass and Laplacian. One more time, the dimension of these two operators being
fixed, the canonical dimensions for other tensorial operators may be deduced. Moreover,
canonical and flow dimension seems to be closely related, and to make contact between
them, we have to show that renormalizable interactions have zero canonical dimension. In
the literature [59], the dimension estimate d˜b of a bubble b provides an upper-bound for
canonical dimension db:
Definition 15 Let b be a connected tensorial bubble, and G2(b) the set of one-vertex 2-
point graphs obtained from b. The estimate canonical dimension d˜b of the bubble b is then
defined as:
d˜b = 2− maxG∈G2(b)ω(G) , d˜b ≥ db . (36)
Note that d˜b = 2 if G2(b) = ∅, meaning that estimate canonical dimension for 2-point
bubbles is then fixed to 2, with respect to our preliminary discussion. This statement may
be cheeked as follows. Let us consider a 1PI 2n-point leading graph Gn in a renormalizable
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sector, build of bubbles γn with zero flow dimension. A leading order 2n-point graph Gn
may be obtained from a leading 2-points graphs G2 from deleting n − 1 internal edges.
Let ω(G2) the divergent degree of the 2-point graph. Consistency with renormalizability
then requires that the leading quantum corrections for considered renormalizable sectors
behave like Λ2, then we come to
ω(G2) = 2 . (37)
Deleting a k-dipole leads to remove one edge and at most d internal faces. However, the
number of deleted faces can be reduced if we choose to delete an edge on the boundary
of a maximal number of external faces. We restrict our attention on the cases of k-dipole
contractible families. Then, deleting n− 1 edges correspond to deletes k(n− 1) faces, and
:
ω(G2)− (k − 2)(n− 1) = 2− (k − 2)(n− 1) = 0 → k = 2 + 2
n− 1 . (38)
Note that this equation make sens only for n = 2 and n = 3. For n > 3, the equation
2− (k − 2)(n− 1) = 0 have no integer solutions. Then, we expect that the only k-dipole
just-renormalizable models are given when n = 2, k = 4 or n = 3, k = 3. The first con-
dition corresponds to the quartic melonic sector. The second condition will be described
later in the next subsection.
The canonical dimension of the differents boundaries bubbles for a given sectors have to
be closed. From the bubbles with valence n in a k-dipole contractible family, n− 1 valent
bubbles may be obtained from optimal contraction of a k-dipole on a just renormalizable
interaction γn. Creating such a dipole increases the number of 0-edges of 1, and then
create k internal faces. The scaling is then given by:
ω(γn−1) = ω(γn) + (k − 2) = 2
n− 1 , (39)
implying that ω(γ1) = 2 from construction. ω(γn−1) is nothing but the optimal scaling,
that is, what we call flow dimension. Moreover, it is easy to cheek that ω(γ2) = 2−2/(n−1),
then:
ω(γn−1) = 2− ω(γ2) , (40)
meaning that the flow dimension for couplings in a renormalizable sector coincide with the
estimated canonical dimension. The canonical dimension will be investigate in full details
for the two considered renormalizable sectors of this paper at the end of the next section.
3.2 Pseudo-melonic sector
In this subsection we consider a new leading order sector that we call pseudo melonic. The
power counting theorem and the classification of the graphs that contribute to this sector
is given. Let start by the following definition:
Definition 16 The pseudo-melonic sector SPM is the family set of graphs whose root
families boundaries are in the set {Bij}. We call pseudo-melonic bubbles and denotes as
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PM the set of all pseudo-melonic tensorial invariants obtained as sum of the elementary
pseudo-melons in {Bij}.
An elementary investigation suggest that d − 2 dipoles will play the same role for
pseudo-melonic graphs as d − 1 dipoles for the melonic ones. We then give the following
lemma which provides the effect of a d− 2 dipole contraction:
Lemma 1 The set PM ∪ {γ1} is stable under d− 2 dipole contraction.
Proof. We prove this lemma recursively. Let γn ∈ PM for n ≥ 2. First of all, for n = 2,
γ2 ∈ {Bij} and the contraction of any d− 2 dipole leads to the elementary graph γ1 with
valence one. We then consider the case n > 2. From its definition, γn is a connected sum of
2-valent bubbles. Then, γn can be considered as a tree made with n−1 elementary pseudo-
melons. Assuming that the property hold for n = n0, any n0 + 1 valent bubbles can be
obtained from γn0−1 ∈ PM as sum of an elementary pseudo melon γ2. Let γn0 = γn0−1 ∗γ2.
We have to distinguishes three cases. First of all, the (d − 2)-dipole is on the added γ2.
Contracting this dipole leads to a γ1. But γ1 is the identity element of the ∗–algebra on
PM, then: γn0−1 ∗ γ1 = γn0−1. The second case is when a (d − 2)-dipole is contracted on
the component γn0−1 itself.Moreover from induction hypothesis, the contraction leads to
a connected γn0−2 ∈ PM of valence n0 − 2, summed with γ2, and γn0−2 ∗ γ2 ∈ PM. The
third and last possibility is to contract a (d − 2)-dipole corresponding to a dotted edge
between γn0−1 and γ2. The only possibility is that γn0−1 and γ2 share (d−2) internal faces
of length 2 as on figure (7) below. But it is easy to cheek that the contraction of the two
dotted edges bounded the faces yield again the pseudo melonic bubble γn0−1 ∈ PM.
γn0−1
e1
e2
Figure 7: Illustration of the third configuration: The two pseudo-melonic connected ten-
sorial invariants γn0−1 and γ2 share three internal faces of length 2. Contracting e1, we get
a 3-dipole, whose contraction leads to γn0−1 itself.

Definition 17 A connected Feynman graph G is said pseudo-melonic if it contain only
pseudo melonic tensorial bubbles. Now contracting the V (G)−1 dotted edges of a spanning
tree leads to a pseudo-melonic rosette with L(G)− V (G) + 1 dotted edges.
Definition 18 For any pseudo melonic graph G, we define ρ(G) as:
ρ(G) = (d− 2)(L(G)− V (G) + 1)− F (G) . (41)
Lemma 2 For any pseudo-melonic graph, ρ(G) is invariant under (d− 2)-dipole contrac-
tion and also as well under a tree edge contraction.
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Proof. Let us consider an edge e in a spanning tree. Contracting it does not change the
number of face as well as the combination L− V , due to the fact that contracting a tree
edge decreases both L and V of one unit. Then, ρ is invariant under a tree edge contraction.
Let us consider a (d−2)-dipole. Contracting it delete exactly d−2 internal faces. Moreover
V is invariant and L decreases of one unit. Finally, the variation of the first term exactly
compensate the variation of F .

Proposition 2 Let G be a pseudo-melonic non-vacuum graph containing only 2 valent
vertices. Then:
ρ(G) ∈ N , (42)
and
ρ(G) = 0 , (43)
if and only if G/T is (d− 2)-dipole contractible for any spanning tree T ⊂ G.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of elementary pseudo-melonic bubbles.
For V = 1, the proposition can be easily checked. For V > 1, we assume the proposition
true for V = V0 and consider an arbitrary pseudo-melonic graph G having V = V0 + 1
vertices. Choosing an external vertex b ∈ G, we have to distinguishes three cases (see
Figure (8)a):
• Only one external edges is hooked to the vertex b. It is then connected with one,
two or three connected components.
• Two external edges are hooked to the vertex b. Then one or two connected compo-
nents can be hooked to him.
• Three external edges are hooked to b, and only one connected component is hooked
to him.
Note that the last case with four external edge hooked to b is then excluded from the
recursive hypothesis V > 1. Let us consider the generic case pictured having c con-
nected components Gi. From recursive hypothesis, these two connected components satisfy
ρ(Gi) ∈ N , i = 1, · · · , c. Let G ′ := ∪ci=1Gi the graph with c connected components ob-
tained from G deleting the external vertex b. We have F (Gi) ≤ (d− 2)(L(Gi)−V (Gi) + 1),
∀i, and:
F (G ′) ≤ (d− 2)(L(G ′)− V (G ′) + 1) + (d− 2)(c− 1). (44)
Moreover, V (G) = V (G ′) + 1 and L(G) = L(G ′) + `, where ` is the number of dotted edges
hooked the vertex b to G ′. Obviously ` ≥ c, and:
F (G ′) ≤ (d− 2)(L(G ′)− V (G ′) + 1) + (d− 2)(c− `) . (45)
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Moreover, it is easy to cheek that, from all the possibilities listing above we have: F (G) ≤
F (G ′) + (d− 2)(`− c) and then ρ(G) ≥ 0.
From lemma (2), if G/T is a (d − 2)-dipole contractible rosette, ρ(G/T ) = ρ(G) = 0.
Reciprocally, assuming that ρ(G) = 0, then ρ(G/T ) = 0 for any spanning tree T ⊂ G.
Moreover, from recursion hypothesis, one has:
ρ(Gi) = 0 ∀i ⇒ F (Gi) = (d− 2)(L(Gi)− V (Gi) + 1) ∀i , (46)
and for each i, and any spanning tree Ti ⊂ Gi, Gi/Ti is (d − 2)-dipole contractible. Any
spanning tree T ⊂ G can be decomposed as follow: T = ∪ci=1Ti ∪ {l1, · · · , lc}, where
{l1, · · · , lc} ⊂ {l1, · · · , l`} is a subset of kc edges hooked to b.
G1G2
b b
G1
e1
e2
a b
Figure 8: a) an illustration for the first item: One external edge is hooked to b, and two
connected components are hooked to him, namely G1 and G2, pictured as grey disks. b)
The only configuration creating d − 2 internal faces. Note that at least one of the two
edges e1 and e2 have to be external.

Contracting the edges of the trees Ti, we get contractible rosettes which can be contracted
themselves. It remains at most ` − c loops, carrying at most d − 2 faces. Optimally, we
then have to F (G) = F (G ′) + (d − 2)(` − c), but it is easy to cheek that there is only
such one configuration, for ` − c = 1, pictured on Figure (8)b. After contraction of the
remaining tree edge, we get a (d− 2)-dipole contractible graph, completing the proof.

Corollary 1 For any non-vacuum pseudo-melonic diagram G, ρ(G) ∈ N. Moreover,
ρ(G) = 0 if and only if G/T is (d − 2)-dipole contractible, T being a spanning tree of
G containing all the 0-dipole edges of the decomposition of all the pseudo-melonic bubbles
into sums of elementary quartic pseudo-melonic bubbles.
Proof. Any pseudo-melonic diagram can be obtained from a purely quartic pseudo-melonic
diagram from the contraction of 0-dipole edges. However, 0-dipole contractions do not
change the ρ(G).

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As a direct consequence, we deduce that a necklace bubble can not have more than three
colored edges between a pair of black and white nodes. Otherwise, it will be possible to
obtain a 4-dipole, which violate the bound ρ ≥ 0. Indeed,
Corollary 2 Let us consider a non-vacuum pseudo-melonic graph G having Vk(G) pseudo
melonic bubbles of valence 2k, L(G) internal edges and N(G) external edges. From the
relation 2L(G) = ∑k 2k Vk(G)−N(G), we then have:
ω(G) = 1
2
∑
k
(2k − 6)Vk(G) +
(
3− 1
2
N(G)
)
− ρ(G) . (47)
Then, proposition (2) and corollary (1) motivate the following definition:
Definition 19 For a fixed configuration ({V, k}, N), the leading order graphs satisfies
ρ = 0. We call pseudo-melons these leading families which bound the power counting and
build the pseudo-melonic sector SPM .
From (47), it is clear that the corresponding divergent sector will be of finite size if and
only if Vk(G) = 0 for k > 3. In other words:
Proposition 3 The pseudo-melonic sector is just-renormalizable up to 3-valent pseudo-
melonic interactions. Moreover, power counting graphs with N > 6 admits the following
bound:
ω ≤ −N
8
, N > 6 . (48)
For a purely 3-valent model, the power counting reduces to ω = 3−N/2, and vanish for the
3-valent leading family. We then fix to zero the canonical dimension of 3-valent pseudo-
melonic bubbles. The complete set of renormalizable 3-valent interactions are given on
Figure (9).
a b c d
Figure 9: The complete set of just-renormalizable interactions, having zero canonical
dimension.
A direct inspection show that all the divergences have not took into account in the leading
divergent set of pseudo-melons. Indeed, for ρ = 0, 2, 4 and 6-points functions have
respectively ω = 2, ω = 1 and ω = 0. The remaining functions being power-counting
convergent. However, for ρ = 1, the 2 and 4 point functions remains divergent, respectively
as ω = 1 and ω = 0; and for ρ = 2, the 2 point function remains logarithmically divergent
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ω = 0. We have then two sub-leading order sectors, characterized by ρ = 1 and ρ = 2.
Figure (10) provides some examples. Moreover, for ρ > 2, the divergent degree admits the
bounds:
ω ≤ −N
2
, (49)
ensuring power-counting convergence. The complete renormalization of the theory then
requires to renormalize sector by sector with appropriate counter-terms. In the rest of this
paper, we will only focus on the leading order sectors, mixing melons and pseudo melons,
which dominate the renormalization group flow in the deep UV limit.
ρ = 0, ω = 2 ρ = 1, ω = 1 ρ = 2, ω = 0
Figure 10: One-vertex 2-point functions examples for leading and sub-leading orders.
From definition (15), we then deduce the estimate canonical dimension for each of the
pseudo-renormalizable interactions, that is, with valence smallest or equal to 3. We then
get d˜b = 0 for each of the bubbles pictured on Figure (9), in agreement with their expected
marginal behavior. Moreover, the dimension of the quartic bubbles in the set {Bij} is
equal to 1, corresponding to an essential coupling. To close this section, we will discuss
this point with some details. Let us consider the quartic melonic sector. From definition,
the coupling λ4,1 must have a zero flow dimension, because all leading 4-point quantum
corrections have zero divergent degree and then behave logarithmically7. Fixing d4,1 = 0,
it is easy to see that the optimal quantum corrections for 2-points functions and then for
mass scales as Λ2. The flow dimension for mass and laplacian then is fixed to 2, and then
corresponds to the canonical dimension coming from power-counting itself. Moving on to
the pseudo-melonic sector, the flow dimension for all the couplings corresponding to the
bubbles pictured on Figure (9) have zero flow dimension. Moreover, optimal quantum
corrections for 2-points function made only with these bubbles scales as Λ2 as well from
power counting (47). Finally, optimal quantum corrections for 4-points functions scales as
Λ, in accordance with a canonical dimension 1. In general, from power counting and for a
general tensorial invariant of valence n:
dγn =
{
4− 2n In melonic sector
3− n In pseudo-melonic sector (50)
4 EVE for a mixing tensorial theory space
This section aims at building the effective vertices for a renormaliable sector beyond the
standard melonic Feynman graphs. We deduce the effective vertices for a model includ-
ing melonic and pseudo-melonic renormalizable interactions as initial conditions in the
7In other words, added a new vertex has no additional cost, which is explicit in equation (30).
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UV . For the rest of this paper, we consider 5-dimensions TGFT with this two leading
contributions, and we restrict our attention on the UV sector Λ k  1.
4.1 Mixing melons and pseudo-melons
In this section we investigates the leading sector for a theory mixing melonic and pseudo-
melonic renormalizable sectors. The theory from which we start in the deep UV is the
following:
Sint(T, T¯ ) = λ4,1
d∑
i=1
i +
∑
j<i
λ4,2 ij + λ6,1 ij
 (51)
Note that we have chosen one among the three type of interactions pictured on Figure
(9). We call this sector non-branching pseudo-melonic. Non-branching graphs where been
studied in [58]. The boundaries graphs for these restricted sectors γn are such that:
γn = Bij ∗Bij ∗ · · · ∗Bij︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1 times
= ∗n−1k=1Bij =: B(n)ij . (52)
Figure (11) provides the structure of general pseudo-melonic interactions. The non-
branching pseudo-melonic sector then splits into d(d − 1) sectors labeled with a couple
(i, j), i > j, such that each family of valence n has boundary B(n)ij . The interest of this
restriction is that the pseudo-melonic sector is stable in the deep-UV: There are no lead-
ing order quantum correction which generate effective vertex outside of the non-branching
sector from the initial conditions (51). In other words, the renormalization group flow is
stable on the non-branching sector.
Figure 11: Structure of general pseudo-melonic interactions.
As a first step we will investigate the general structure for the leading order (LO) graphs.
Let G is a Feynman graph obtained from the classical action (51). Moreover, let Q is the
map from G to its quartic representation Q(G) i.e. the graph obtained from G by replacing
all the 3-valent vertices with their connected sum of quartic interactions.
Definition 20 We denote by G the complete set of connected Feynman graphs obtained
from action (51). We call quartic sector the connected Feynman graphs with only 2-valent
vertices. We denote by Q(G) the corresponding subset.
Obviously, for any LO graph G, Q(G) is a LO graph in the quartic sector. Reciprocally,
LO graphs in the full sector can be obtained from contraction of some 0-dipoles on a given
LO quartic graph. We then investigate the quartic sector in the first step.
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4.1.1 The quartic sector
The quartic sector is most conveniently studied in the Hubbard–Stratonovich (HS) rep-
resentation. For tensorial theories, HS representation has been largely discussed in the
literature [29]-[43]. The procedure can be summarized as follows. In the HS representa-
tion, each vertex corresponds to a cycle of edges of color 0 of the original representation.
The arcs8 are the edges of color 0 in the original representation. For our model, there are
two type of edges in the HS representation. Monocolored edges labeled with i (i = 1, · · · , d)
corresponding to melonic vertices, and bicolored edges of colors ij, (i > j), corresponding
to pseudo-melonic interactions, opening simultaneously both strands of color i and j be-
tween two HS vertices. Finally, external edges in the original representation are matched
as cilia on the vertices in the HS representation, in such a way that a such vertex has at
least one bear at least one cilium. The exact way to construct the correspondence can
be found in [26],[64]. Then, a graph in the HS representation is made with three type
of bicolored lines joining some vertices with at least one cilium, in such a way that the
number of cilium in the HS representation is the half of the number of external edges in
the original representation. We call maps the graphs in the HS representation and denotes
their set as M. Note that the correspondence between the two representations is exact, in
the sens that we can construct a bijective mapping F : G→ M such that for any quartic
Feynman graph G in the original representation we may associate an unique graph F(G)
in the HS representation and reciprocally. The construction of the mapping F is pictured
in Figure (12) for some example, and detailed in [65].
Figure 12: HS correspondence between some quartic Feynman graphs.
We will investigate the structure of the LO quartic graphs in the HS representation.
We have the first result:
Proposition 4 Leading order quartic vacuum Feynman graphs are trees in the HS repre-
sentation, with power counting ω = 5.
Proof. We proceed recursively on the number of colored and bicolored edges. Let n be the
number of colored edges, m the number of bicolored edges andN = n+m the total number
of edges. For N = 1, there is two leading configurations, corresponding to (n = 1,m = 0)
and (n = 0,m = 1):
(n = 1,m = 0) (n = 0,m = 1) . (53)
8or corners in mathematical literatures.
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For the first one, we have two dotted edges and 9 internal faces, then ω = −2× 2 + 9 = 5.
For the second case, we have two dotted edges and 8 internal faces. Moreover, a quartic
pseudo-melonic interaction has canonical dimension 1, the complete scaling is then the
same. LetMN is a map of order N > 1. Assuming thatMN is a tree,
MN = , (54)
there are only four moves, to pass from MN to MN+1, listing both for colored and
bicolored edges on Figure (13).
a b c d
a′ b′ c′ d′
Figure 13: Elementary moves on the treeMN . For a, b, c and d, we add a single–colored
edge, while for a′, b′, c′, d′ we add a bicolored edge.
Investigating separately each case, we get:
1. We add a colored edge between two vertices, creating a loop a) or we add a tadpole
colored edge on a single vertex b). From these moves, we create two internal prop-
agator edges of color 0, and at most one internal faces. The variation of the power
counting is then δω = −2δL+ δF ≤ −3.
2. We add a bicolored edge between two vertices, creating a loop a’) or we add a tadpole
bicolored edge on a single vertex b’). From these moves, we create two internal
propagator edges of color 0, and at most two internal faces. Taking into account the
canonical dimension of the quartic pseudo-melonic vertices, the variation of power
counting is then: δω = −2δL+ δF + 1 ≤ −1.
3. We add a new monocolored leaf c) or a monocolored bridge d). From these moves,
we create two internal propagator edges of color 0 and 4 internal faces. The variation
of power counting is then : δω = −2δL+ δF = 0.
4. We add a new bicolored leaf c’) or a biocolored bridge d’). From these moves, we
create two internal propagator edges of color 0 and 3 internal faces. The variation
of power counting is then : δω = −2δL+ δF + 1 = 0.
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As a result, only the moves c, d, c′ and d′ do not decrease the power counting. Moreover,
all these configurations preserve the tree structure, ensuring that MN+1 is LO only if it
is a tree itself.

Non-vacuum 1PI 2-point graphs are then obtained from vacuum graphs from cutting an
internal dotted edge. Obviously, cutting a dotted edge on the boundary of an internal face
with length upper than 1 create a 1PR graph. Then we have to cut a dotted edge with ends
points hooked on the same vertex, corresponding to the leafs on the HS representation.
Opening an internal dotted edge deletes 5 internal faces, the variation of power counting
is then δω = −2δL+ δF = 2− 5 = −3, meaning that leading two points functions scales
with ω = 2.
1PI 4-point graphs are then obtained from deleting another tadpole. However, we have to
distinguish between 4-point diagrams with melonic and pseudo-melonic boundaries.
• For melonic boundary, we have to distinguish two cases. The first one when at least
one of the two boundary vertices is a melonic vertex, the second one when the two
boundary vertex are pseudo-melonic. Let us start with the first case, and assume
that the first deleted dotted edge is a tadpole over a melonic vertex. The second
move can delete another tadpole, and will be optimal if the deleted dotted edge is
on the boundary of one of the 5 opened faces from the first move. The second move
then discard only 4 faces, implying δω = 2−4 = −2, and the LO 1PI 4-point graphs
are such that ω = 0. When the second deleted tadpole is pseudo-melonic we have 4
external faces of length zero on the melonic vertex and 3 on the pseudo-melonic one.
We have then two external faces of the same color with length ≥ 1 passing through
the two boundary vertices, and finally an external face of length ≥ 0 starting and
ending on the pseudo-melonic boundary vertex. These two cases are pictured on
Figure (14) a and b. The last case is when the two deleted dotted edges are pseudo-
melonic tadpoles. In this case, the second move is optimal if the second deleted
dotted edge is on the boundary of one of the opened external faces from the first
move. There are then 3 faces of length zero per external pseudo-melonic vertices, two
external faces (no necessarily of the same colors) with length ≥ 0 starting and ending
on the same vertex and two external faces of the same color connecting together the
boundary vertices. This configuration is pictured on Figure (14)c.
• For pseudo-melonic boundaries, the two opening tadpoles have to be pseudo-melonic,
meaning that the four external dotted edges are hooked on two pseudo-melonic
vertices. The optimal cutting deletes a single dotted tadpole edge in the boundary
of two external faces. Then, this move delete only 3 internal faces, such that the
total variation for power counting is: δω = 2 − 3 = −1, meaning that the LO 1PI
4-point graphs with pseudo-melonic boundaries with a power counting ω = 1, in
accordance to their proper canonical dimension. This configuration is pictured on
Figure(14)d.
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c
Figure 14: The four possibles boundaries. The three first ones (a) and (b) and (c) have a
quartic melonic boundary while the last one (d) has a quartic pseudo-melonic boundary.
The target of the external faces running through the interiors of the diagrams are pictured
as internal colored edges between boundary vertices.
Non-vacuum LO diagrams with N > 4 may be obtained in the same way. However, the
structure of the effective vertices becomes difficult to build explicitly. For this reason we
will use the Ward identities for effective vertices with valence higher than 2.
4.1.2 Full non-branching sector
We now move on the full non-branching sector, including 3-valent non-branching interac-
tion bubbles. As recalled in the previous section, the LO graphs may be obtained from the
contraction of some 0-dipoles, corresponding to the connected sum of two quartic pseudo-
melons. In the HS representation, the 0-dipoles are the arcs on vertices having more than
one colored or bicolored edges. Moreover, in the non-branching sector, the contracted
0-dipoles have to be the arcs between two bicolored edges with the same couple of colors.
See Figure (15)a. The contraction of the arc (e) between the two bicolored edges generates
a new type of bicolored edges that we call breaking edges, whose breaking point correspond
to the point of contact with the vertex in the HS representation. See Figure (15)b.
e
a b
Figure 15: Contraction of a 0-dipole forming an arc (e) between two identical bicolored
edges (a) and the resulting diagram (b). The 3-valent resulting from the interactions
corresponds to a pair of bicolored edges with the same color hooked to the same point
on the vertex. They form breaking edges, making a contact on a vertex with the breaking
point, marked with a black arrow.
As a result, from proposition (4), we deduce the following:
Proposition 5 Leading order vacuum Feynman graphs are trees in the HS representation,
whose edges may be simple colored or bi colored edges as well as breaking bicolored edges.
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The power counting remains the same as for purely quartic sector: ω = 5, meaning that
ρ(G) = −2 for LO vacuum graphs.
The last condition on the invariance of the power counting may be easily cheeked.
4.2 Structure equations for effective vertices
In this section we investigate the structure of the LO effective vertices with 2, 4, 6 and
8 points. We will use the method discussed on [59], by using the structure of the LO
graphs established in the previous section. The aim is to get a closed set around just-
renormalizable interactions, using them to parametrize the entirety of the renormalization
group flow in the sector including melons and pseudo-melons. As we will see in the next
section, the momentum dependence for 4-point effective vertices play a crucial role for the
computation of the anomalous dimension, providing a contribution, which not included in
standard crude troncations. Moreover, 6 and 8-point effective vertices are require in order
to close the infinite hierarchical system coming from Wetterich equation (19). From this
equation, it is clear that the flow for Γ(n) involves Γ(n=2). Then, in the melonic sector, the
system will be closed if we compute the 6-point effective vertices having 3-valent melon
graph as boundary graph. In the same way, to close the non-branching pseudo-melonic
sector around marginal interactions requires 8-point functions with non-branching pseudo-
melonic graph as boundary graph.
4.2.1 Two and four point effective vertices
Let us start with the 2-point function. We denote as Σ the leading order self energy, so
that the LO effective propagators G can be decomposed as:
G =
(−∆ +m2 + rs − Σ)−1 = Cs + CsΣCs + CsΣCsΣCs + · · · . (55)
where Cs is the bare propagator given in (20). We get the following closed equation:
Proposition 6 The leading order self energy Σ satisfy the following closed equation:
Σ(~p ) = −2λ4,1
d∑
i=1
∑
~q∈Zd
δpiqi G(~q )− 2λ4,2
d∑
j<i
∑
~q∈Zd
δpiqiδpjqj G(~q )
− 6λ6,1
d∑
j<i
∑
~q,~q ′∈Zd
δpiqiδpjqjδpiq′iδpjq′j G(~q )G(~q
′) . (56)
Proof. From the previous section, we know that LO 1PI 2-point graphs may be obtained
from the cutting of an internal tadpole edge. They corresponds to leafs on the HS rep-
resentation, and the final vertex on the leaf can be hooked to a single colored edge, to a
bicolored edge or to a breaking bicolored edges. As a result, the opening tadpole may be
localized on a quartic melonic vertex, either on a quartic pseudo melonic or on a 3-valent
pseudo-melonic vertex. Opening a melonic tadpole on a LO graph, means that there are
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two half dotted edges hooked to this vertex, and connecting it to the rest of the diagram.
But it is easy to cheek that the remaining part of the diagram hooked to this vertex is
nothing but the LO 2-point function G. The same result hold when a pseudo-melonic
tadpole is deleted. Finally, when the deleted tadpole is on a 3-valent vertex, it is easy to
cheek that the only 3-dipole contractible configuration corresponds to the contraction of
this vertex with two effective 2-point functions in order to form two effective 3-dipoles.
Graphically, all these configurations corresponds to the equation:
Σ =
∑
i
i
G
+
∑
i>j
ij
G
+
∑
i>j
GG
i
j . (57)
By expressing these diagrams as an equation and taking into account all the symmetry
factors, we obtain the closed equation (56).

The structure of 1PI 4-point function may be obtained from the same strategy in terms
of elementary essential or marginal couplings, as well as effective 2-point functions. All
the configurations for boundary vertices are pictured on Figure (14). Note that, for the
quartic pseudo-melonic boundaries, we have to add the ones coming from 3-valent pseudo
melonic vertices. The interior of the diagram can be determined for each configurations
with the two following statements:
1. The structure of the graph is a tree in the HS representation.
2. The connectivity of the external faces between the boundary vertices have to be
ensured following their respective nature.
For the rest of this paper we focus our attention on the renormalization group flow for local
interactions, corresponding to purely tensorial invariants. We focus on the zero-momenta
effective vertices. Even with this simplification, the computation of the zero-momenta
4-point function remains difficult, especially when the boundary graph is a quartic melon,
due to the large number of configurations. Then, to simplify the proofs, we split the
computation into some partial results, corresponding the elementary “building block” con-
figurations.
First, let us consider a LO 4-point graph having quartic melonic boundary, such that the
external edges are fully connected to melonic vertices. Such a configuration corresponds
to Figure (14)a. Let us call “red” the color of the external faces running through the
interior of the diagram between the ends vertices. In the HS representation, such a graph
corresponds to a 2-ciliated tree and the two cilia being joined together with a red path
made of a succession of colored or bicolored edges whose one of them be red. Figure (16)
provides an example of this configuration. We call this path the skeleton, and the length
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of the skeleton the number of edges building with him. Moreover, we call purely melonic
the LO 2-ciliated trees whose skeleton edges have a single color.
T2
T11
1
11
1
Figure 16: A tree with two cilia contributing to the LO 4-point function with melonic
boundary. The red arrows follow the path of the skeleton corresponding to the color 1,
joining together the boundary vertices.
Let Γ(4)a (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) be the LO 4-point function obtained as a sum of Feynman graphs
having melonic boundary, with non-zero external momenta. The skeleton being labeled
with a single color, taking into account the structure of the ends vertices, Γ(4)a (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4)
have to be decomposed as:
Γ(4)a (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) =:
d∑
i=1
Γ(4) ,ia (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) , (58)
where:
Γ(4) ,ia (~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) =: Π
(2)
a (p1i, p3i) SymV(4,1) i~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 , (59)
in accordance with the perturbative expansion (34). In the rest of this paper, we will refers
to Π(2)a (p1i, p3i) as effective skeleton function, and we denote by Π
(2)
a ≡ Π(2)a (0, 0) its zero
momenta value. Note that the upper index 2 indicates the number of cilia on the graphs
contributing to it. From their structure, obviously, Π(2)a split into purely melonic contri-
butions, whose skeletons are chain of melons, and mixing contributions, whose skeletons
includes bicolored edges insertions. We will denote them respectively as Π(2)a,0 and Π
(2)
a,1,
such that:
Π(2)a = Π
(2)
a,0 + Π
(2)
a,1 . (60)
The decomposition (58) can be generalized for all the contributions pictured on Figure
(14). From connectivity of the boundary graphs, it is clear that the configurations (a),
(b) and (c) contribute to the effective vertex function having melonic boundary, while the
last one (d) contribute to the effective vertex function having pseudo-melonic boudnary.
From the configurations (a), (b) and (c), the corresponding trees in HS representation
have skeleton labeled with a single color, while the skeleton of the configuration (d) have
bicolored skeleton, labeled by a pair of different colors. We then have the decomposition:
Γ
(4)
melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) =:
d∑
i=1
Γ
(4) ,i
melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) , (61)
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Γ
(4)
pseudo–melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) =:
d∑
j<i
Γ
(4) ,ij
pseudo–melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) , (62)
where:
Γ
(4) ,i
melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) = Π
(2)
1 (p1i, p3i) SymV(4,1) i~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 , (63)
with
Π
(2)
1 (p1i, p3i) := Π
(2)
a (p1i, p3i) + Π
(2)
b (p1i, p3i) + Π
(2)
c (p1i, p3i) , (64)
and:
Γ
(4) ,ij
pseudo–melo(~p1, ~p2, ~p3, ~p4) = Π
(2)
2,ij(p1i, p1j; p3i, p3j)SymV(4,2) ij~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4 (65)
with
Π
(2)
2,ij(p1i, p1j; p3i, p3j) := Π
(2)
d,ij(p1i, p1j; p3i, p3j) , (66)
Π
(2)
d,ij being the skeleton function corresponding to the configuration (d) on Figure (14).
The following result holds:
Lemma 3 The zero-momenta effective skeleton function for purely melonic graphs, Π(2)a,0
writes as:
Π
(2)
a,0 =
2λ4,1
1 + 2λ4,1A4;2 (67)
where :
Am;n :=
∑
~p∈Zm
Gn(~p ) . (68)
Proof. Let us consider a LO-tree having purely melonic red skeleton. To each vertices
in the way of this red path are hooked some connected components T1, T2, · · · . They are
1PI 2-point graphs from construction, and it is easy to cheek that all of them provides a
contribution to the effective self energy Σ:
T2
T1
11
≡
Σ(3) Σ(1)
11 , (69)
where Σ(n) denote a contribution of order n for the self energy. Then, the two skeleton
edges hooked to a vertex in the HS representation split him into two corners, to which
some connected trees can be hooked. Summing over all possible trees we then reconstruct
the effective 2-point function (55) to each corners between skeleton edges:
11
G
G
. (70)
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The same structure may be repeated along the length of the skeleton. Then, summing
over lengths, we get the first contribution to the 1PI 4-point function with melonic vertices
on its boundaries:
1
+
11
G
G
+
11
G
G
1
G
G
+ · · ·
=
1
[∑
n
(
G
G
)n ]
1
=
1
1−
G
G
× 1 (71)
This is formally the structure of the 4-point vertex. The effective loop of length two can
be easily computed, and we get, once again in accordance with (34):
G
G
= −2λ4,1A4,2 . (72)
Note that the factor 2 in front of this expression comes to the symmetry of the melonic
vertices insertion. Figure (17) below provide us an illustration.
1
2
2
1
Figure 17: The two configurations for a melonic insertion. The black node labeled by 1
can be contracted on the right or on the left.
The translation of the final diagram (71) into equation is then straightforward, and we
get:
1
1−
G
G
× 1 = 1
1 + 2λ4,1A4,2 × 4λ4,1 = 2Π
(2)
a,0 , (73)
the last equality, coming from definition (59) completing the proof.

T2
T11
1
11
1
2
4
v
Figure 18: A skeleton with two pseudo-melonic insertion. The red arrows follow the path of
the skeleton corresponding to the color 1, joining together the boundary melonic vertices.
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In addition to purely melonic configurations, we have to take into account bicolored edges
insertions along the skeleton. Moreover from Figure (14)a, it is clear that all these bi-
colored insertions have to contain the color red in the pair. An example is pictured on
Figure(18). Note that this constraint on the existence of a common color for the edges
along the skeleton as well as the linear topology of the skeleton will be a precious help for
enumeration of the different configurations.
Took into account bicolored insertions introduce another difficulty. Quartic pseudo melons
are not the only source of bicolored edges. We have to take into account a new type of
edge, coming from breaking edges. To understand how they occurs in the way of the
skeleton, let us consider the example pictured on Figure (18). We have one breaking edge,
with colors red and green (1 and 2), and following the same argument leading to equation
(69) the contribution of the vertex labeled with v writes explicitly as:
T2
T1
1
12 v
≡
1
Σ(1)
Σ(2)
1
. (74)
As a result, summing over all trees having the same skeleton, we get, as for equation (70):
1
1
G
G
G
. (75)
We then observe that we have to distinguish two types of quartic pseudo-melons for the
counting. The purely quartic pseudo-melonic interactions, that we call type 1, and the
effective quartic pseudo-melonic interactions, arising from the contraction of a 6-point
pseudo melon with an effective 2-point function, that we call type 2 quartic pseudo-melon.
We denote them by:
:= G . (76)
Type 2 vertices behaves like Type-1 ones. They have the same canonical dimension and the
same boundary graph, the only difference comes from their respective weight. Nevertheless,
in order to investigate the combinatorial structure of the skeleton, we have to sum over
all repetitions of the same (type 1 or type 2) vertex, as for the melonic chain in equation
(71). To this end, we introduce the zero momenta purely pseudo melonic effective skeleton
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functions Π(2)d,1i, with i 6= 1, so that Π(2)d,1i is a chain of pseudo melons of type 1 or 2
with intermediate colors 1i. Obviously, such a configurations corresponds to the structure
pictured on Figure (14)d, this is why we labeled these effective function with a lower index
d. Figure (19) provides an example of tree with two cilia and a purely bicolored skeleton.
1
1
2
2
12
12
Figure 19: A typical contribution for Γ(4)d
Therefore we have an analogious lemma to lemma (3):
Lemma 4 The zero momenta purely pseudo-melonic function Πd,1i has the following ex-
pression:
Π
(2)
d,12 :=
pid,1 + pid,2 + pid,1pid,2
1− pid,1pid,2 , (77)
where the partial effective purely pseudo-melonic skeleton functions pid,1 and pid,2 are defined
as:
pid,1 =
2λ4,2
1 + 2λ4,2A3,2 pid,2 =
6λ6,1b
1 + 6λ6,1bA3,2 , (78)
with
b :=
∑
~q∈Z3
G(~q ) . (79)
Proof. The graphs structure is very reminiscent to the pure melonic case. The essential
difference comes from the fact that we have to distinguish two elementary building block
configurations, respectively made of chains of type-1 and type–2 pseudo melons. For the
first case, when elementary quartic type–1 pseudo-melons form a chain with zero momenta
running thought the boundaries of the external faces, we have the formal sum :
12
+
1
G
G
2 12
+
1
G
G
2 12
G
G
12
+ · · ·
=
12
 ∞∑
n=0
 G
G
n  12 = 1
1−
G
G
× 12 . (80)
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The second case is when type-2 pseudo-melonic interactions, coming from 3-valent vertices
build a chain:
12
+
1
G
G
2 12
+
1
G
G
2 12
G
G
12
+ · · ·
=
12
 ∞∑
n=0
 G × G
G
n  12 = 1
1− G ×
G
G
× 12 . (81)
The two kernels in brackets must be computed explicitly. Introducing the function b it is
easy to cheek:
G
G
= −2λ4,2A3,2 , G = 3b , (82)
so that the formal equations (80) and (81) leads to the two partial effective skeleton func-
tions pid,1 and pid,2. Note the factor 2 occurring in the denominator of the formula has
the same origin as the factor 2 occurring in expression (71): It comes from the symmetry
exchange for the pseudo-melonic vertices. Moreover, the factor 3 in front of b comes from
the rotational symmetry of the 3-valent vertices : there are 3 different ways to build a
effective 4-dipole on a 3-valent vertex to obtain a type-2 quartic pseudo melon.
To obtain the complete 4-point kernel Πd,1i, we then have to sum over all possible parti-
tions of type-1 and type-2 domains. We have to distinguish three cases:
• The boundary vertices are both of type–1,
• The boudnary vertices are both of type–2,
• One boundary vertex is of type–1, the second of type–2.
For the two first ones cases, we have the sequences:
pid,1 + pid,1pid,2pid,1 + pid,1pid,2pid,1pid,2pid,1 + · · · = pid,1
∞∑
n=0
(pid,2pid,1)
n , (83)
for type–1 boundary vertices, and
pid,2 + pid,2pid,1pid,2 + pid,2pid,1pid,2pid,1pid,2 + · · · = pid,2
∞∑
n=0
(pid,2pid,1)
n , (84)
for type–2 boundaries. For the heteroclite boundaries however, fixing the ends vertices we
get:
pid,1pid,2 + pid,1pid,2pid,1pid,2 + · · · =
∞∑
n=1
(pid,1pid,2)
n . (85)
All the sums can be easily computed as geometric progressions. Computing them, we
finally get the effective skeleton function Πd,12.
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As we will see, a large part of contributions to the effective function Π(2)a,1 require the knowl-
edge of the momentum-dependence of the effective pseudo-melonic function Π(2)d,12(p1, p2; p
′
1, p
′
2).
More precisely, because we are only interested for zero momenta 4-point functions, we con-
sider the restriction p1 = p′1 = 0, p2 = p′2 = p:
Π˜
(2)
d,12(p) := Π
(2)
d,12(0, p; 0, p) , (86)
which can be easily deduced from the previous proof:
Corollary 3
Π˜
(2)
d,12(p) =
pid,1(p) + pid,2(p) + pid,1(p)pid,2(p)
1− pid,1(p)pid,2(p) , (87)
where the momentum-dependents effective vertex functions pid,1(p) and pid,2(p) are defined
as:
pid,1(p) =
2λ4,2
1 + 2λ4,2A3,2(p) pid,2 =
6λ6,1b(p)
1 + 6λ6,1b(p)A3,2(p) , (88)
and:
A3,2(p) =
∑
~q∈Z4
δq2,pG
2(~q ) , b :=
∑
~q∈Z4
δq2,pG(~q ) . (89)
From these elementary “pure” building blocs functions, we can easily deduce all the allowed
configurations for each configurations on Figure (14)a, b and c, and the complete skeleton
functions may be summarized with the following statement:
Proposition 7 The complete zero momenta skeleton functions Π(2)1 and Π
(2)
2,12 are given in
terms of the essential and marginal couplings λ4,1, λ4,2, λ6,1 and effective 2-point function
G(~p ) as:
Π
(2)
1 = Π
(2)
a,0 +
Πa,0 BΠa,0
1− Πa,0 B + (1 + B¯)
Πa,0 B¯
1− Πa,0B +D , (90)
Π
(2)
2,12 =
pid,1 + pid,2 + pid,1pid,2
1− pid,1pid,2 , (91)
where B, B¯ and D are respectively given by formulas (114), (118), (120).
Proof. The components Π(2)d,12 and Π
(2)
a,0 have been computed and are given equations (67)
and (77). To complete the proof , we then have to compute the components Π(2)a,1, Π
(2)
b
and Π(2)c . To this end, we will proceed step by step, computing each component separately.
• Computation of Π(2)a,1.
The skeletons of trees contributing to Π(2)a,1 have melonic boundaries and common color on
their edges, with at least one bicolored edge. The most general configuration corresponds
to a succession of colored and bicolored edges; and to take into account all possible con-
figurations, we introduce a new elementary building block replacing the purely melonic
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pattern (70). This elementary building block is itself a sum of blocs, made of a succes-
sion of pure pseudo-melonic blocs between melonic boundaries. The first ones of these
elementary building blocs are then:
A1i := 1iΠa,0
1
, (92)
A1ij := 1i 1jΠa,0
1
, (93)
A1ijk := 1i 1k1jΠa,0
1
, (94)
A1ijkl := 1i 1l1k1jΠa,0
1
. (95)
· · ·
where the grey bubble represent the insertion of an effective purely melonic pattern Π(2)a,0,
and the white bubbles represent the insertion of a pure bicolored pattern Π(2)d,1i i.e. the
color 1 (red on the figures) being common on melonic and pseudo-melonic insertions. The
indices i, j, k and l are such that consecutive indices are different. There are then d−1 = 4
different ways to choose the first index i, and d − 2 = 3 ways for all successive indices j,
k, l, ...
The value of each diagram being independent to the choice of the selected values for these
indices, the complete elementary pattern including pseudo-melonic contributions may be
written as:
pia,0 PM ≡ Πa,0B , (96)
with:
Πa,0B := 4(A12 + 3A123 + 32A1232 + 33A12323 + · · · ) . (97)
where the big grey bubble that we called “PM” denotes the sum of contributions coming
from chains of pseudo-melonic interactions. As for the elementary purely melonics patterns
(70), the same scheme can be repeated up to infinity, as in (71):
+ + · · · =
∞∑
n=1
( )n
, (98)
and the formal sum can be explicitly computed as a geometric progression, leading to:
∞∑
n=1
( )n
=
Πa,0 B
1− Πa,0 B . (99)
Finally the complete effective vertex function Γ(4),1a,1 having skeleton function Π
(2)
a,1 and
completing (71) is decomposed as:
Γ
(4),1
a,1 =
[ ∞∑
n=1
( )n]
. (100)
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Explicitly:
Γ
(4),1
a,1 (~0,~0,~0,~0) =2×
[
Πa,0 BΠa,0
1− Πa,0 B
]
. (101)
Note that all the effective functions commute. We preserved their order to keep the struc-
ture of the diagrams. Moreover, note that the skeleton with length one has been included
on the purely melonic contribution Π(2)a,0.
• Computation of Π(2)b and Π(2)c .
The next contributions coming from Figure (14)b and c, and whose effective skeleton
functions are respectively denoted as Π(2)b and Π
(2)
c can be computed in the same way. On
Figure (20) we give a picture of typical trees contributing to each of these two functions.
1
1
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1
2
4
1
11
1
2
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a b
2 2
13
Figure 20: Typical contributions to Γ(4)b (a) and Γ
(4)
c (b).
Let us start with the computation of Π(2)b , whose building trees have a melon and a
pseudo melon on their boundaries as on Figure (20)a. Obviously, the first edge have
to be monocolored, and the ending edge have to be bicolored. The effective skeleton
function then have to begin with an effective melon and end with an effective pseudo-
melonic function, connecting together with an history involving all possible configurations
of edges having a common color. The elementary pattern then connect together the
effective boundaries. For the next term, the same pattern repeats, and we get the structure:∑
i 6=1
pia,0 PM
1 1i
+
∑
i,j 6=1
Πa,0 PM
1 1i
pia,0 PM
1 1j
+ · · · , (102)
where the effective white pseudo-melonic vertex denoted as “PM” is nothing but that we
called “PM” with a grey bubble, whose we have extracted a boundary pseudo-melonic
vertex. Completing the series in (102), we then get:
1
[∑
n=0
(∑
i 6=1
Πa,0 PM
1 1i 1
)n]∑
i 6=1
PM
1i
Πa,0 . (103)
Obviously, the elementary building block in the bracket is nothing that we called Πa,0B in
equation (97). Moreover, the diagram on the right is nothing but this elementary building
block amputated from its right external loop. We denote it as Πa,0B¯:
Πa,0B¯ :=
∑
i 6=1
PM
1i
Πa,0 , (104)
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and we get:
Π
(2)
b :=
Πa,0B¯
1− Πa,0B . (105)
Finally, for the computation of Π(2)c , we have to distinguish the pairs of colors of the
boundary pseudo-melonic vertices. We will denote them as (1i) and (1j), we have to treat
separately the case i = j and the case i 6= j. For the case i 6= j, the elementary pattern
must be the following, connecting together two effective pseudo-melonic functions of type
(1i) and (1j): ∑
i 6=j
PM
1j1i
=: 2D , (106)
The white bubble being a sum over skeleton with pseudo-melonic interactions only. The
factor 2 coming from SymV(4,1) i~0,~0,~0,~0 ,= 2 for zero external momenta.
This elementary pattern have to be completed with melonic insertions between the two
effective boundaries, leading to the contribution:
∑
i,j
PM
1i
PM
1j
pia,0 . (107)
Note that, because of the melonic insertions, the external faces of colors i and j do not
cross one in the other, and the constraint i 6= j can be removed. The same structure can
be repeated up to infinity and leading to the sum:
∑
i,j
PM
1j
pia,0
[∑
n=0
(
PM
pia,0
)n]
PM
1i
. (108)
then, the kernel Π(2)c is written as:
Πc = D + B¯Π(2)b . (109)
• Computation of B, B¯ and D.
To complete the proof we have to compute the kernels B, B¯ and D. Let us start with B
defined in (97). The successive contributions in this equations i.e. A12, A123, ... can be
easily expressed clearly. First of all, we get:
A12 = Π(2)a,0
∑
p
A3,2(p)Π(2)2,12(p)A3,2(p) . (110)
Now, let A123 be a quantity obtained from gluing Πd,12 and Πd,13. In addition to the
“short" faces of length two, coming from gluing of the two effective vertices, there are two
long faces of effective length four, for colors 2 and 3, such that:
A123 = Π(2)a,0
∑
p,p′
A3,2(p)Π(2)2,12(p)C(p, p′)Π(2)2,13(p′ )A3,2(p′) ,
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where we defined:
C(p, p′) :=
∑
~q ~q ′∈Zd−1
G2(~q )δq2pδq3p′ . (111)
Note that we have distinguished the indices on Π(2)2,12(p) and Π
(2)
2,13(p) for convenience; the
structure of C took into account the strand structure of the diagram. Then, we may use
the indice of Π(2)2,12(p) only. Then, in the same way, for A1232, we get:
A1232 = Π(2)a,0
∑
p,p′,p′′
A3,2(p)Π(2)2,12(p)C(p, p′)Π(2)2,12(p′)C(p′, p′′)Π(2)2,12(p′′)A3,2(p′′) . (112)
In order to write conveniently the general term, we introduce the compact matrix notation:
A1232 = Π(2)a,0
∑
p,p′
A3,2(p)
[
Π
(2)
2,12 C Π(2)2,12 C Π(2)2,12
]
(p, p′)A3,2(p′′) . (113)
The equation (97) becomes therefore :
B = 4Π(2)a,0
∑
p,p′
A3,2(p)K(p, p′)A3,2(p′) , (114)
with
K := Π(2)2,12
(
1 + 3C Π(2)2,12 + (3C Π(2)2,12)2 + · · ·
)
= Π
(2)
2,12(1− 3C Π(2)2,12)−1 . (115)
In the same way, we defined the function B¯ as B amputated to the right external loop as:
B¯ := 4(A¯12 + 3A¯123 + 32A¯1232 + 33A¯12323 + · · · ) . (116)
with:
A¯12 = Π(2)a,0A3,2Π(2)2,12 , (117)
A¯123 = Π(2)a,0
∑
p
A3,2(p)Π(2)2,12(p)C(p, 0)Πd,13 ,
such that, in a compact matrix form:
B¯ = 4Π(2)a,0
∑
p,p′
A3,2(p)K(p, 0) . (118)
Finally, the last function that we have to compute is D, build of chains of pseudo-melons
of type-1 or type-2, such that the boundaries are of type (1i) and (1j) with i 6= j. It can
be easily deduced from decomposition (97), keeping only the contributions having such a
boundary. We get:
D = 4× 3
[
Π
(2)
2,12C Π(2)2,12
(
1 + 2 (C Π(2)2,12) + (2 C Π(2)2,12)2 + · · ·
)]
(0, 0) , (119)
which can be computed as formula (115):
D = 12
[
Π
(2)
2,12C Π(2)2,12
(
1− 2 (C Π(2)2,12)
)−1]
(0, 0) . (120)
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
The renormalization conditions impose the values of zero-momenta couplings. They define
the asymptotic couplings in the IR, that is given for s→ −∞, so that:
Π
(2)
1 (s→ −∞) = 2λr4,1 , (121)
Π
(2)
2,12(s→ −∞) = 2λr4,2 , (122)
the upper index r for “renormalized” referring to the finitness of the corresponding quanti-
ties in the continuum limit Λ→∞. Note that this is not obvious, because some quantities
like b and Amn are divergent. The finitess of the limit is guarantee from renormalizability
of the theory. In practice, counter-terms may be defined in order to ensure the finitness of
the effective skeleton function for arbitrary s, from deep UV. In this intermediate regime,
these functions define effective couplings at scale s:
Definition 21 The effective essential and marginal couplings at scale s, λ4,1(s) and λ4,2(s),
respectively associated to the quartic melonic and quartic pseudo-melonic interactions are
defined as
Π
(2)
1 (s) = 2λ4,1(s) , (123)
and:
Π
(2)
2,12(s) = 2λ4,2(s) . (124)
Note that in this equations, we introduce the explicit dependence on s for effective vertex
functions. This dependence come from their definition, and have been left without all
confusion in the hope to simplify the notations.
4.2.2 Six and eight point effective vertices
The equations for LO 4-point function is obtained above. We have to compute the same
equations for 6 and 8-point effective vertices in this section. We will investigate succes-
sively the effective 6 and 8-points vertices having melonic, pseudo-melonic or intertwining
boundary graphs. Indeed, we will see that, in addition to the melonic and pseudo-melonic
boundaries, we get mixing boundaries, having intermediate canonical dimensions between
melons and pseudo-melons as mentioned in our introduction. These mixing boundaries
corresponds to connected sums of elementary quartic melons and/or pseudo-melons, with
colors respecting the LO tadpole deletions leading to 6 and 8 points function from LO
4-point functions. We will detail all of them for each cases. However before starting
this investigation, let make a remark about the existence of mixing configurations. An
elementary example, corresponding to the connected sum of a quartic melon and a quar-
tic pseudo-melon is given on Figure(22) b, and it is easy to see that it comes from the
contraction of a 0-dipole between two vertices, as pictured on Figure (21).
e1 →
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Figure 21: Contraction of a zero dipole e1 between a melonic vertex and a pseudo-melonic
vertex. The contraction leads to the intertwining diagram on right.
Then, even if the initial theory space is a direct sum SM ⊕SPM , the theory space does not
remains along this subspace under the renormalization group flow. A new type of graphs
arise in the theory space, mixing melons and pseudo-melons, and having intermediate
power counting between them. Schematically:
“
d
ds
(SM ⊕ SPM) = SM ⊕ SPM ⊕
{
+ · · ·
}
” (125)
As for 4-point functions, the LO 6-point function are obtained from deletion of melonic or
pseudo-melonic tadpole along the boundary of an external face from a LO 4-point graphs.
Then, the allowed boundaries for LO graphs may be all deduced from the four leading
order configurations pictured on Figure (14), and it is easy to see from the deletion pro-
cedure that there are only four allowed boundaries for LO graphs, see Figure (22).
The first graph of Figure (22) denoted by (a) is an element of the non-branching melonic
family, obtained as connected sum of two identical quartic melons9. The second one (b)
is a branching melon graph, obtained from Figure (14)b opening a melonic tadpole on the
boundary of the green external face, whose ends points are hooked on the pseudo-melonic
opened boundary vertex. The last diagram (d) corresponds to the non-branching pseudo-
melonics, obtained as connected sum of two identical quartic pseudo-melons. Finally, the
boundary graph of type (c) corresponds to the intertwining graphs, obtained from Figure
(14)d.
a c d
d = −2 d = −1 d = 0
b
d = −2
Figure 22: The four possible LO boundary graphs for melonic, pseudo-melonic and inter-
wining graphs. A non-branching 3-valent melon (a), a 3-valent branching melon (b), a
non-branching pseudo-melon (d) and an intertwiner diagram (c). The canonical dimen-
sions are also indicated.
However, from deletion of three melonic and/or pseudo-melonic tadpole, it is easy to cheek
that the connectivity of the external faces allows three configurations and all of these are
pictured on Figure (22). The first one (a) corresponds to a non-branching melon. The last
one (c) corresponds to a non-branching pseudo-melon. The intermediate one (b) however,
corresponds to the connected sum of a quartic melon and a quartic pseudo-melon, and
intertwine between the two sectors. It is clear from the canonical dimensions, indicated
9As for pseudo-melons, non-branching melons are obtain as connected sums of the same elementary
quartic melon. These graphs are described in [56],[59].
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on Figure (22). Note that we have to take into account the intermediate diagram for
the computation of the the flow equations, due to the fact that the leading contraction
building from a 4-dipole has a quartic pseudo-melon as boundary graph.
The intertwining configurations are relevant for our analysis. Indeed, we will use two kind
of equations in the next section: The flow equation (19) in order to compute the evolution
of the essential and marginal couplings; and the Ward identities, to compute the first
derivative with respect to the external momenta of the effective vertex functions, involved
in the computation of the anomalous dimension. In any cases, all our computations in-
volves a single effective loop, and our restriction in the deep UV sector requires to consider
only the LO contractions i.e. having the maximal degree of divergences, as relevant con-
tributions for the flow of the couplings and the value of the anomalous dimension. Then,
even is its canonical dimension is smaller than the one of the pseudo-melon on Figure (22)
d, the graph on Figure (22) c will contribute to the flow of the quartic pseudo-melonic
coupling, and have to be retain as a relevant contribution on the Ward identity. Indeed,
it compensates its lack of canonical dimension with a melonic "pole", allowing to create a
4-dipole. For instance, the following graph
, (126)
has power counting ω = −2+4−1 = 1, and it is easy to cheek that its boundary graph is a
quartic pseudo-melon. The same behavior will be arise for 8-point functions, for which we
will only retains those LO 6-points non-branching pseudo-melon after one-loop contraction.
Let us start with non-branching melonic 6-point effective vertices. As for 4-point functions,
the 6-point effective vertex have to be a sum indexed with the color of its external face,
being as well the color of the skeleton in the corresponding tree in HS representation.
Γ
(6)
s ,a, melo({~pj}) =
d∑
i=1
Γ
(6) i
s ,a, melo({~pj}) , (127)
the index a referring to the Figure (22) a. For the 4-point functions, we seen that the LO
graphs are trees organized around a skeleton having the topology of a line. For the 6-point
functions, the skeleton will be a tripod, with three arms hooked to a common vertex. More
precisely, investigating the structure of 3-cilialted trees with skeleton of color 1, we get
two type of tripods, distinguished both on Figure (23). In the first one case (a), the three
arms of color 1 hooked to the three opened tadpoles and are fully hooked on the same
vertex v with non-breaking edges. In the second case (b), the three arms are hooked to
the same vertex v from a common breaking edge. As for 4-point functions, we can fix the
size of the tripod skeleton and sum over trees having such a skeleton, relaxing in a second
time the length of the different arms. Precisely as for the 4-point functions, we define the
zero-momenta melonic effective tripod function Π(3)1,a as:
Γ
(6) i
s ,a,melo(~0,~0,~0,~0,~0,~0) =: 3! Π
(3)
1,a , (128)
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a b
v v
Figure 23: Typical tree configurations contributing to the LO 6-point functions with
melonic boundaries. In (a), the three arms of the red skeleton are hooked on the same
vertex v from non-breaking edges. In (b), they are hooked to v with a common breaking
edge.
Similarly, effective vertex having boundaries of type (b) and (c) on Figure (22) may be
denoted by Γ(6) ijs ,b,melo and Γ
(6) ij
s ,c,inter and both these contributions depend on a pair of indices.
We define the corresponding effective skeleton functions as:
Γ
(6) ij
s ,b,melo(~0,~0,~0,~0,~0,~0) =: 3! Π
(3)
1,b , (129)
Γ
(6) ij
s ,c,inter(~0,~0,~0,~0,~0,~0) =: 3! Π
(3)
1,c . (130)
and we have the following statement:
Proposition 8 The effective zero-momenta tripod functions Π(3)1,a, Π
(3)
1,b and Π
(3)
1,b are ex-
pressed in term of the essential and marginal couplings as10:
Π
(3)
1,a = 16
{(
λ34,1(s)A4,3 + 12λ24,1(s)λ4,2(s)A3,3 + 36λ24,2(s)λ4,1(s)A2,3
+ 24λ34,2(s)A1,3
)
− 12λ34,1(s)
∑
p∈Z
λ6,1(p, s)(A3,2(p))3 + 12λ6,1(s)λ24,1(s)(A3,2)2
}
,
(131)
Π
(3)
1,b = 3!× 16
{
2λ24,1(s)λ4,2(s)A3,3 + 3λ6,1(s)λ24,1(s)(A3,2)2
}
, (132)
Π
(3)
1,c = 3!× 2×
{
8λ4,1(s)λ
2
4,2(s)A3,3 + 24λ34,2(s)A2,3 − 6λ4,1(s)λ6,1(s)A3,2)
}
. (133)
where λ4,1(s), λ4,2(s) and λ6,1(s) are effective couplings at scale s and λ6,1(p, s) is the
p dependent effective coupling a the momentum p given by:
λ6,1(p, s) =
(
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2
)(
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2(p)
+ 12λ24,2(s)A23,2(p)− 16λ34,2(s)A33,2(p)
)
+
8
3
λ34,2(s)A3,3(p) (134)
10note that, as for 4-point functions, the upper index 3 refers to the number of cilia.
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In order prove this statement, we have to consider the intermediate result about effective
non-branching pseudo-melonic functions:
Lemma 5 The bare coupling λ6,1 may be expressed in term of the effective essential and
marginal effective pseudo-melonic couplings at scale s as:
λ6,1 =
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2
. (135)
Proof. As for the trees having melonic boundary, the LO trees contributing to the effective
tripod function Π(3)2,ij split into two families: the trees whose three arms are hooked to
a common vertex, and the trees whose arms are hooked to a common breaking edge
corresponding to the boundary graph of the global tree. Listing all the possible LO
configurations, we get :
= + +
+ + , (136)
where the first term with grey bubble represent the effective 6-point vertex having pseudo-
melonic boundary with fixed bicolored edges (red and green on the figure):
Γ
(6) ij
s ,pseudo-melo(~0,~0,~0,~0,~0,~0) ≡ , (137)
the function Γ(6) ijs ,melo being defined such that the effective vertex function for pseudo-melonic
boundaries is written as Γ(6)s ,pseudo-melo =
∑
j<i Γ
(6) ij
s ,pseudo-melo. The function Γ
(6) ij
s ,pseudo-melo may
be then computed directly from renormalization conditions for 4-point functions (122).
Taking into account the symmetry factors, we get:
Γ
(6) ij
s ,pseudo-melo = (3!)
2λ6,1
[
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 2× 3!λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 24λ34,2(s)A33,2
]
+ 3!24λ34,2(s)A3,3 . (138)
Note that the symmetry factors as well as relative signs may be easily understood and
computed considering the first terms of the perturbative expansion, and identifying them
with the corresponding terms in this expansion. Moreover, note that we reintroduced the
variable s to make difference between effective and bare couplings. Defining the effective
tripod skeleton function Π(3)2,ij as:
Γ
(6) ij
s ,pseudo-melo = (3!)
2Π
(3)
2,ij. (139)
With the renormalization conditions, we provide new definition, which completes the pre-
vious definition (21):
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Definition 22 The effective marginal coupling λ6,1(s) at scale s is defined as:
Π
(3)
2,ij = λ6,1(s) , Π
(3)
2,ij(s→ −∞) = λr6,1 , (140)
we get the equality:
λ6,1(s) = λ6,1
[
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 2× 3!λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 24λ34,2(s)A33,2
]
+
8
3
λ34,2(s)A3,3 . (141)
which ends the proof.

However, using the lemma (5), we are able to provide the proof of proposition (8).
Proof of proposition (8).
We will proceed as for the proof of the previous lemma, listing all the allowed configura-
tions compatible with the corresponding boundary diagram, pictured on Figure (22)a. As
explained before, we have to distinguish the case when the three arms are hooked to the
same vertex, and the case when the three arms are hoked to a common breaking edge,
having a common color with the three arms hooked to him. These two configurations are
pictured on Figure (23). However, the classification have to be refined from lemma (5). In-
deed, among the configurations of type (23)a, some of them are made with a tripod kernel
having a pseudo-melonic boundary graph, and allows to build an effective breaking edge to
which are hooked three arms. This kernels are nothing that the fourth contribution in the
equation (136). Added it to the other ones having a common breaking edge for the three
arms, we build an effective 6-point vertex having pseudo-melonic boundary, with melonic
arms hooked to him, corresponding to effective melonic 4-point functions. It is easy to
cheek that all allowed configurations are those pictured on Figure (24), the configurations
(e) and (f) having a kernel corresponding to an effective pseudo-melonic function. Taking
into account the respective canonical dimensions for each effective insertions, it is easy to
see that all these configurations have the same power-counting, ω = −2, in accordance
with the expected canonical dimension for 3 valent melonic bubbles given equation (50) .
From renormalization conditions (121), (122) and (140); and taking into account relative
signs and symmetry factors considering the first terms of the perturbative expansion, we
get:
Γ
(6) i
s ,a, melo = 3!× 16
{(
λ34,1(s)A4,3 + 12λ24,1(s)λ4,2(s)A3,3 + 36λ24,2(s)λ4,1(s)A2,3
+ 24λ34,2(s)A1,3
)
− 12λ34,1(s)
∑
p∈Z
λ6,1(p, s)(A3,2(p))3 + 12λ6,1(s)λ24,1(s)(A3,2)2
}
. (142)
We then deduce the expression of Π(3)1,a for definition (128).
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Figure 24: All the possible configurations having a non-branching melon as boundary
graph. The grey bubbles denotes effectives vertices whose boundaries graphs are explaned.
The trajectories of the external faces running in the interior of the diagrams are pictured
with colored arrows.
In the same way, the configurations contributing to effective 6-point vertex functions hav-
ing branching melonic and intertwining boundaries can be easily obtained from a list of
all allowed configurations. As for the previous case, some of these contributions can be
resumed as effective pseudo-melonic effective vertices, such that the relevant LO contri-
butions for each case are pictured on Figure (25) and Figure (26) below.
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Π
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Figure 25: Two configurations contributing to the 6-point effective vertices having branch-
ing melonic boundaries.
Expressing this relationship in detail, we get for zero external momenta effective functions:
Γ
(6) ij
s ,b,melo = (3!)
2 × 8 {4λ24,1(s)λ4,2(s)A3,3 + 3λ6,1(s)λ24,1(s)(A3,2)2} , (143)
for branching melonic boundaries, and :
Γ
(6) ij
s ,c,inter = (3!)
2 × { 16λ4,1(s)λ24,2(s)A3,3 + 48λ34,2(s)A2,3 − 6λ4,1(s)λ6,1(s)A3,2)} , (144)
for intertwining boundaries.
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Figure 26: Three configurations contributing to the intertwining 6-point effective vertices.

Let us now focus on the leading order 8-point functions. They can be obtained as for
4 and 6 point function from deleting a new tadpole in the boundary of an opened face
running through the interior of the diagrams. Once again all the 8-point function can be
classified from their power-counting and their boundary graphs. Moreover, in the flow
equations, the melonic interactions becomes closed from 6-point functions. Then, the 8-
point functions are relevant only to close the pseudo-melonic interactions. As a result, only
the leading order functions having a boundary graph whose one-loop contraction leads to
a pseudo-melonic boundary will contribute in our flow equations. Figure (28) provides us
an example.
→
Figure 27: One-loop contraction on the melonic “pole" in a 8-point boundary graph. The
corresponding 8-point function has divergent degree bounded as ω = −2. The created
4-dipole then increases it of 2; so that the global scaling becomes ω + 2 = 0.
From these considerations, it is easy to cheek that there are only two relevant boundaries
for leading order 8 points graphs, pictured on Figure (28) below.
d = −2
a
d = −1
b
Figure 28: Allowed boundaries for relevant 8-point functions with their respective canoni-
cal dimensions. As for 6-point boundaries, type (a) intertwine between melons and pseudo-
melons and have a single melonic “pole", whereas type (b) is a purely non-branching 8-point
graph.
In both cases, the corresponding 8-point functions are labeled with a pair of indices:
Γ
(8)
s ,pseudo-melo =
∑
j<i
Γ
(8) ,ij
s ,pseudo-melo , Γ
(8)
s ,inter =
∑
j<i
Γ
(8) ,ij
s ,inter , (145)
and we define their respective zero momenta skeleton functions as:
Γ
(8) ,ij
s ,inter =: 4!Π
(4)
1 , Γ
(8) ,ij
s ,pseudo-melo =: 4!Π
(4)
2 . (146)
As for 6-point functions, there are essentially two different configurations for the four arms
of the skeleton:
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1. The four arms hooked to external deleted pseudo-melonic tadpole can be hooked to
the same vertex.
2. The four arms can be hooked to form effective tripods, hooked together with a
common bicolored path.
1 2
Figure 29: Two allowed topology for configurations of the four arms of the leading order
8-point functions. In the case (1), the four arms are hooked to the same vertex. In the
case (2), the arms form effective tripods, hooked together with a bicolored path.
Figure (30) provides some examples of trees corresponding to these two configurations for
the pseudo-melonic boundary. The first one (a) correspond to the configuration (1): The
four arms of the bicolored skeleton are hooked to the same vertex. The second (b) and
third (c) both correspond to the configuration (2): The four arms are organized as two
3-valent tripods and are hooked together with a common bicolored path.
a b c
Figure 30: Three configurations for the arms of the four skeletons. In (a), the four arms
are hooked to the same vertex. In (b) two arms are hooked to the same breaking edge. In
(c) the two remaining edges are hooked to another common breaking edge.
We have the following statement:
Proposition 9 The zero-momenta skeleton functions Π(4)1 and Π
(4)
2 are given in terms of
essential and marginal effective couplings at scale s, λ4,1(s), λ4,2(s) and λ6,1(s) as:
Π
(4)
1 =−
4!243!
3!
λ34,2λ4,1A3,4 −
(4!)2
3!
Π
(3)
1,cλ
2
4,2(s)A3,3 + λ6,1(s)λ4,2(s)λ4,1(s)A3,3
+
4!
2
Π
(3)
1,c
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2
×
(
1− 4λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 4λ24,2(s)A23,2
)
, (147)
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Π
(4)
2 = −
9× 4!
2
λ6,1(s)
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2
× (1− 4λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 4λ24,2(s)A23,2)− 243!λ44,2(s)A3,4 + 4!2 λ6,1(s)λ24,2A3,3 . (148)
Proof.
Like for 4 and 6 point functions, we have to list all leading order configurations and, for
each of them, compute their respective boundaries graphs and their divergent degrees.
From this analysis, and taking into account effective summations like for 6-points graphs,
we easily cheek that there are only five configurations whose complete set is given on
Figure (31), having pseudo-melonic boundary graph.
a b c
d e
Figure 31: The three leading order configurations for 8-point functions having non-
branching pseudo melonic boundaries.
The two first ones configurations (a) and (b) can be easily computed from renormalization
conditions (121), (122) and (140), and symmetry factors as well as the relative signs may
be fixed from comparison with lowest orders of the perturbative expansion. The three
remaining configurations (c), (d) and (e) require to be careful checked on the counting
procedure. We get explicitly, using lemma (5):
Γ8 ,ijs ,pseudo-melo = −
9× (4!)2
2
λ6,1(s)
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2(
1− 4λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 4λ24,2(s)A23,2
)− 4!243!λ44,2(s)A3,4 + (4!)22 λ6,1(s)λ24,2A3,3 . (149)
Then the expression of Π(4)2 can be derived easily.
Moving on to the configurations having intertwining boundaries, it is easy to cheek that
the only ones allowed such a boundaries are pictured on Figure (32) below; and the
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corresponding zero momenta 8-point function writes as:
Γ
(8) ij
s ,inter =−
(4!)2243!
3!
λ34,2λ4,1A3,4 −
3(4!)223
3!
Π
(3)
1,cλ
2
4,2(s)A3,3 + 4!λ6,1(s)λ4,2(s)λ4,1(s)A3,3
+
(4!)2
2
Π
(3)
1,c
λ6,1(s)− 83λ34,2(s)A3,3
1− 3!λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 12λ24,2(s)A23,2 − 16λ34,2(s)A33,2
×
(
1− 4λ4,2(s)A3,2 + 4λ24,2(s)A23,2
)
, (150)
Where the 1/3! in front of the effective skeleton function Π(3)1,c comes from its definition
(133) – it suppress the counting of the external contractions on blacks (or whites) nodes.
a b c
d e f
Figure 32: The four leading order configurations for 8-point functions having intertwining
boundaries.

5 Flow equations and their fixed points
The leading effective vertex being obtained, let us now focus on the building of the leading
order renormalization group flow corresponding to the initial conditions (51), from effective
interactions generated from essential and marginal couplings at scale s. Once again, we
limit our investigation on the UV regime Λ es  1.
5.1 Flow for local couplings
From definition (3), local interactions corresponds to pure connected tensorial invariants.
Therefore, we have define the effective couplings at scale s as the zero-momenta n-point
functions corresponding to a given boundary graph. Then, we can compute the successive
functional derivatives of the Wetterich equation (19), and identify in both sides the terms
corresponding, at leading order to the same boundary graph when the external momenta
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are setting to zero.
The effective couplings at scale s have been defined from equations (123), (124) and (140).
To complete the definitions (21) and (22), we have to define the dynamical mass m2(s);
which is a relevant coupling with canonical dimension equal to 2:
Definition 23 The effective mass at scale s is defined as:
m2(s) := Γ(2)s (~p = ~0 ) . (151)
We have the following proposition:
Proposition 10 In the deep UV sector (Λ  es  1) and in the symmetric phase, the
exact flow equation for essential and marginal coupling in the sector mixing melons and
non-branching pseudo-melons are given by:
m˙2 = −10λ4,1I4,2 − 20λ4,2I3,2 , (152)
λ˙4,1 = −
(
2Π
(3)
1,a +
2
3
Π
(3)
1,b
)
I4,2 + 4λ24,1I4,3 + 16λ4,1λ4,2I3,3 , (153)
λ˙4,2 = −
(
3λ6,1 +
1
6
Π
(3)
1,c
)
I3,2 + 4λ24,2I3,3 , (154)
λ˙6,1 = −
(
1
6
Π
(4)
2 +
1
4!
Π
(4)
1
)
I3,2 + 12λ4,2λ6,1I3,3 − 8λ34,2I3,4 . (155)
Where the dot means derivative with respect to s, and:
Im,n :=
∑
~p∈Zm
r˙s(~p )G
n(~p ) . (156)
Proof. Deriving the exact flow equation (19) with respect to M and M¯ , we deduce an
equation describing the flow of the 2-point function Γ(2)s in terms of Γ(4)s only, in the
symmetric phase:
Γ˙(2)s (~p ) = −
∑
~q
Γ(4)s (~p, ~q; ~p, ~q )
r˙s(~q )
[Γ
(2)
s (~q ) + rs(~q )]2
, (157)
where ∂sA =: A˙. First, Γ
(4)
s,~p~q;~p,~q split into melonic and pseudo-melonic contributions. We
just considered only the boundary graphs of the effective functions to simplify the notations
and then the previous equation is written graphically as:
Γ˙(2)s (~p ) = −
d∑
i=1

r˙sG
2
i
+
r˙sG
2
i
−
d∑
i<j

r˙sG
2
ij
+
r˙sG
2
i
j
 . (158)
In the deep UV limit, the second and fourth contributions may be discarded. Indeed, with
respect to the first one, the second diagram lack 3 faces, and its proper power counting
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is ω = −1. In the same way, the fourth diagram scale as ω = 1, while the first and third
diagrams scale as ω = 2. The relevant contributions are then:
Γ˙(2)s (~p ) = −2
d∑
i=1

r˙sG
2
i
− 2 d∑
i<j

r˙sG
2
ij
 . (159)
The dynamic mass m2(s) has been defined in definition (23). Then, setting ~p = ~0 in the
previous equation, we get:
m˙2 = −2d λ4,1
∑
~p∈Zd−1
r˙s(~p )G
2(~p )− 2d(d− 1)
2
λ4,2
∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
2(~p ) . (160)
In the same way, for the 4-point functions we have to derive once again one time with
respect to M and M¯ ; and keep only the even N -point functions, having the same number
of derivatives with respect to the two means fields. We get:
Γ˙(4)s = −
∑
~p
r˙s(~p )G
2
s(~p )
[
Γ(6)s (~p,~0,~0, ~p,~0,~0 )− 2
∑
~p ′
Γ(4)s (~p,~0, ~p
′,~0 )Gs(~p ′)Γ(4)s (~p
′,~0, ~p,~0 )
]
+ 2
∑
~p
r˙s(~p )G
3
s(~p )[Γ
(4)
s (~p,~0, ~p,~0 )]
2 . (161)
Graphically, we get the contributions (we left the external momenta to simplify the nota-
tions):
Γ˙(4)s =− 4
d∑
i=1
3×
r˙sG
2
i · · ·
− 4 d∑
i<j

r˙sG
2
i
j +
r˙sG
2
i
j
+ · · ·

− 4
d∑
i<j
3×
r˙sG
2
i
j +
r˙sG
2
i
j
+ 2×
r˙sG
2
i
j + · · ·

+
d∑
i,j
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2i j
+ · · ·
)
+
d∑
i,j,k
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2 k
i
j
+ · · ·
)
+
d∑
i<j;k<l
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2
i
j
k
l
+ · · ·
)
, (162)
where once again we only drawn the boundary graphs of effective functions. The factors
involved in this relation count the number of contractions leading to the corresponding
diagram, including permutations of the external points. This is the origin of the factor
4 = (2!)2 in front of the 6-point contractions. Moreover, the same factor 4 in the front
of the 4-point contributions comes from the derivation itself : A first factor 2 comes from
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the derivative of G2 in (157); and a second factor 2 comes from a discarded term in the
first derivation, involving 3-point functions. The absence of the factor coming from per-
mutation of external points arise because of the definition of the corresponding skeleton
functions.
However, among these contractions, some of them contribute to the melonic sector, and
some other contribute to the pseudo-melonic one; and we have to classify them with respect
to their boundary graphs. For instance, in the first line, the two first diagrams have melonic
boundnaries, while the two first diagrams in the second line have pseudo-melonic boundary.
The diagrams in the third and fourth lines require to be careful analysed because their
boudnary graphs depend on the selected indices i, j, k, l. For instance, for i = j, the
first diagram in the third line has pseudo-melonic boundary, while it has disconnected
boundary for i 6= j:
G
r˙sG
21 2
∼ . (163)
Such this diagram will not be taken into account, for melonic and pseudo-melonic flows.
Moreover, it is completely discarded in the UV limit, its proper power counting begin
ω = −2; while the one of the case i = j is ω = 0, as expected for a relevant contribution
to the flow of the marginal coupling λ4,111. In the same way, the second contribution in
the third line is melonic for k = j or k = i, and completely disconnected for i 6= j 6= k.
Therefore, taking into account only the relevant contributions for each sectors we get:
Γ˙
(4)
s ,melo = −4
d∑
i=1
3×
r˙sG
2
i
− 4 d∑
i<j

r˙sG
2
i
j +
r˙sG
2
i
j

+
d∑
i
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2i i
)
+
d∑
i
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2 i
i
j )
, (164)
Γ˙
(4)
s ,pseudo-melo = −4
d∑
i<j
3×
r˙sG
2
i
j +
r˙sG
2
i
j
+ d∑
i<j
(
4×
G
r˙sG
2
i
j
i
j )
.
Finally, using renormalization conditions (123), (124) and (140) to identify the relevant
couplings on both sides as Γ(4)s ,melo = 4λ4,1 and Γ
(4)
s ,pseudo-melo = 4λ4,2, we get:
λ˙4,1 = −
(
2Π
(3)
1,a +
2
3
Π
(3)
1,b
) ∑
~p∈Zd−1
r˙s(~p )G
2(~p ) + 4λ24,1
∑
~p∈Zd−1
r˙s(~p )G
3(~p )
+ 16λ4,1λ4,2
∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
3(~p ) (165)
11Disconnected contributions can be took into account; and mixing sectors involving their contributions
have be investigated in [55], from a truncation approach.
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and :
λ˙4,2 = −
(
3λ6,1 +
1
6
Π
(3)
1,c
) ∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
2(~p ) + 4λ24,2
∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
3(~p ) , (166)
Finally, following the same strategy, we get for the 6-point function:
Γ˙(6)s = −
∑
~p
r˙s(~p )
[
Γ(8)s (~p,~0,~0,~0, ~p,~0,~0,~0)G
2(~p )− 18Γ(4)s (~p,~0, ~p,~0)Γ(6)s (~p,~0,~0, ~p,~0,~0)G3(~p)
+ 36(Γ(4)s (~p,~0, ~p,~0) )
3G4(~p)
]
= −(3!)2
d∑
i<j
4×
r˙sG
2
j
i
+ 4×
r˙sG
2
i
j
+ · · ·
− (3!)2
d∑
i<j

r˙sG
2
i
j + · · ·

+ 18× 4×
d∑
j<i
3× r˙sG2G
i
j
· · ·
− 36 d∑
i<j
 G Gr˙sG
2
i j
+ · · ·
 ,
where the additional factor 4 in front of the first term in line four comes from the counting
of the permutation of the external points hooked to the 6-point effective vertex. Then,
from the renormalization condition (140), we have Γ(6)s ,pseudo-melo = (3!)
2λ6,1, and keeping
only the relevant contributions in the UV having pseudo-melonic boundnaries, we get
finally:
λ˙6,1 = −
4×
r˙sG
2
j
i
+
r˙sG
2
i
j
+216×
 r˙sG2G
i
j
−36×
 G Gr˙sG
2
i j
 .
(167)
equivalently we get
λ˙6,1 =−
(
1
6
Π
(4)
2 +
1
4!
Π
(4)
1
) ∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
2(~p ) + 12λ4,2λ6,1
∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
3(~p )
− 8λ34,2
∑
~p∈Zd−2
r˙s(~p )G
4(~p ) , (168)
which ends the proof.
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5.2 Anomalous dimension
Until now we have no explicitly introduced counter-terms. However, fields and couplings in
the original action (51) have to be completed with some counter-terms so that the quantum
corrections are finites. For all couplings, including mass, these counter-terms have to be
understood included in the definition of the bare couplings themselves; the renormalization
conditions in the deep IR fixing the renormalization prescription. However, we need for our
discussion to appear explicitly the wave-function counter-terms, that we call Z−∞ following
the notations used in [59] – the subscript −∞ referring to the deep IR limit s → −∞,
in which the asymptotic renormalization prescription are fixed. The bare kinetic kernel
C−1(~p ) is then replaced by:
C−1(~p ) = (Z−∞~p 2 +m2)Θ−1a (Λ
2 − ~p 2) , (169)
where Θ−1a (Λ2 − ~p 2) is a smooth invertible distribution depending on a real parameter a,
such that lim
a→0
Θa(x) = Θ(x). As example we write:
Θa(x) :=
1
a
√
pi
∫ x
−∞
e−y
2/a2dy . (170)
Moreover, because Λ > es the regulator is unaffected from the modification rs → rs/Θa
in the limit a→ 0; so that the regularized propagator Cs can be written as
C−1s = (Z−∞~p
2 +m2 + rs(~p ))Θ
−1
a (Λ
2 − ~p 2) . (171)
Our renormalization prescriptions, defining the asymptotic mass m2r in the same time, is
such that (see [59]):
Γs→−∞(~p ) = m2r + ~p
2 +O(~p 2) . (172)
Note that this definition match only if the trajectory does not cross a non-Gaussian fixed
point. A more general definition, including this case, fix the renormalization conditions
to a finite scale s0 so that es0  es. For arbitrary s, we conventionally define the wave-
function renormalization and the anomalous dimension such that :
Definition 24 Anomalous dimension. The wave function renormalization Z(s) and
the anomalous dimension η(s) – both depending on s are defined as:
Z(s) :=
∂
∂p21
Γ(2)s (~p )
∣∣∣∣
~p=~0
, η(s) :=
Z˙
Z
. (173)
The flow equations deduced in the previous section are “exact” i.e. up to the limit of our
approximation scheme. However, the anomalous dimension, formally given from equation
(173) remains unknown. To exploit our flow equations, we then have to complete our
approximation scheme. We have expressed all the LO effective vertices in terms of essential
and marginal couplings, as well as effective 2-point functions Γ(2)s . Formally, these functions
are fixed from closed equation (56); however, solving exactly this equation remains an
open challenge in tensor field theories [62]-[63]. Following the method explained in [59], in
order to extract available equations for renormalization group flow, especially in view of a
numerical analysis, we have to fix the form of Γ(2)s ; and we adopt the following definition:
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Definition 25 In the symmetric phase, and in the range of momenta contributing signif-
icantly in the domain defined by the distribution r˙s; the effective 2-point function Γ
(2)
s is
assumed to be truncated around the two first terms in derivative expansion
Γ(2)s (~p ) := Z(s)~p
2 +m2(s) , (174)
so that Z(s) match with the definition (173).
Note that this definition is compatible with usual truncations in the symmetric phase,
that is with derivative and mean field expansion considered in the literature [84]-[85].
Moreover, in non-symmetric phase, a dependence of Z(s) on the means fields M and M¯ is
expected. Finally, the domain of the momentas defined by the distribution r˙s is important.
It corresponds to the relevant integration domain involved in the flow equations (19); and
may be viewed in a sense as an approximation “slice by slice” along the flow line. However,
it can not be used globally in the full range of momenta, especially in the deep UV, for
~p 2 ∼ Λ2, without dangerous contradictions with Ward-identity, as we will briefly discuss
at the end of this section.
In addition to this definition, we recall the usual definition for renormalized and dimen-
sionless couplings:
Definition 26 In the deep UV, the dimensionless and renormalized couplings, m¯2, λ¯4,1,
λ¯4,2 and λ¯6,1 are defined as:
m2 = Ze2sm¯2 , λ4,1 = Z
2λ¯4,1 , λ4,2 = Z
2esλ¯4,2 , λ6,1 = Z
3λ¯6,1 . (175)
Moreover, we denote respective by βm, β4,1, β4,2 and β6,1 their derivative with respect to s.
Now, let us give the set of WT-identities, which will help to extract the anomalous dimen-
sion η.
Proposition 11 (UV-regularized Ward-Takahashi identity)
Let Zs(J, J¯) is the one-parameter generating functional for the theory with microscopic
action (51):
Zs(J, J¯) :=
∫
dµCs [T, T¯ ]e
−Sint(T,T¯ )+J¯T+T¯ J , dµCs [T, T¯ ] := dTdT¯ e
−T¯C−1s T . (176)
The free energy Ws(J, J¯) := lnZ(J, J¯) satisfy the functional differential equation:∑
~p⊥,~p ′⊥
∏
j 6=1
δpjp′j
{(
C−1s (~p )− C−1s (~p ′)
) [ ∂2Ws
∂J¯~p ′ ∂J~p
+ M¯~pM~p ′
]
− J¯~pM~p ′ + J~p ′M¯~p
}
= 0 , (177)
where the means fields M and M¯ have been defined in (17), and ~p⊥ := (0, p2, · · · , pd) ∈
Zd−1.
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Proof (Sketched). The Ward–Takahashi identity was extensively discussed in the literature
[59]. We provide only the sketch of this proof, to take into account the little modifications
coming from the sharp UV-regulation; and the new boundary graphs coming from pseud-
melonic sector. The given proofs follows the steps detailed in [59].
Let us consider the unitary transformations U ∈ U×d acting independently over each
components of the tensors T and T¯ . U is a d-dimensional vector U = (U1, U2, · · · , Ud)
whose components Ui are unitary matrices acting on the indices of color i. The action of
U on the two tensors is defined as (we sum over repeated indices):
U[T ]p1,p2,··· ,pd := [U1]p1q1 [U2]p2q2 · · · [Ud]pdqdTq1,q2,··· ,qd (178)
U[T¯ ]p1,p2,··· ,pd := [U
∗
1 ]p1q1 [U
∗
2 ]p2q2 · · · [U∗d ]pdqdT¯q1,q2,··· ,qd , (179)
where the star exponent ∗ means the complex conjugation. Obviously, ∑~p T¯~pT~p and any
higher valence tensorial interactions are invariant under any such transformations. Then:
U[Sint] = Sint . (180)
In contrast, it is not the case for the kinetic and source terms, due to the non-trivial prop-
agator and sources J and J¯ , which breaks the unitary invariance. However, the functional
integral defining the generating functional Zs(J, J¯) have to be insensitive on the bad trans-
formation of the kinetic term because of the formal translation invariance of the Lebesgue
integration measure. Then, it has to be invariant under any unitary transformation; and
as a direct consequence, the 2-point function 〈T¯~pT~q〉 and any higher functions transforms
like a trivial representation of U⊗U∗.
We can translate this conclusion as follows: In the vicinity of the unity we can write
U = I + i, where  = † is an hermitian matrix and I the identity matrix. Then, at the
first order
U = I +
∑
i
~i , (181)
where I := I⊗d and ~i = I⊗(i−1)⊗i⊗Id−i+1. In this infinitesimal prescription, the invariance
of the generating functional simply means ~i[Zs(J, J¯)] = 0. Explaining each terms at the
first order in i, we then get:∫
~i[dµCs ]e
−Sint+J¯T+T¯ J +
∫
dµCs
{
~i[Sint] + J¯ ~i[T ] + ~i[T¯ ]J
}
e−Sint+J¯T+T¯ J = 0 . (182)
Obviously, this equation have to be true for all i. From equation (180), it follows that
~i[Sint] = 0. Moreover, from definition (179), it is easy to deduce the infinitesimal variations
for singles tensor fields:
~i[T ]~p =
∑
~p ′
i pip′i
∏
j 6=i
δpjp′j T~p ′ . (183)
Finally, from definition (176); the variation of the Gaussian measure dµCs can be easily
computed. In matrix notation:
~i[dµCs ] = −(~i[T¯ ]C−1s T + T¯C−1s ~i[T ])dµCs . (184)
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Because of the hermiticity of the matrix i, the two terms in bracket have opposite relative
signs. Then consider the equation (182), and let us used the explicit variation (183) and
finally rewriting each tensor field T and T¯ respectively as ∂/∂J¯ and ∂/∂J , we deduce the
formula (177) setting i = 1.

In practice, in the symmetric phase, the Ward identity allows to link up Γ(n+2)s to the Γ(n)s
and their derivative. In this paper, we only keep the two first ones relations, involving
only essential and marginal sectors and write the following corollary:
Corollary 4 First and second LO zero-momenta WT-identities In the symmetric
phase, the zero momenta 4 and 6-point functions satisfy:
Z−∞
(
1
2
Π
(2)
1 L1 + 2Π(2)2 L2
)
= − ∂
∂p21
[
Γ(2)s (~p )− C−1(~p )
] ∣∣∣∣
~p=~0
, (185)
Z−∞
(
L1
(
Π
(3)
1,a +
1
3
Π
(3)
1,b
)
− 8λ24,1 U1 − 32λ4,1λ4,2U2
)
= − ∂
∂p21
Π
(2)
1 (p1, 0)
∣∣∣∣
p1=0
, (186)
Z−∞
(
L2
(
6λ6,1 +
1
3
Π
(3)
1,c
)
− 8λ24,2 U2
)
= − ∂
∂p21
Π
(2)
2 (p1, 0)
∣∣∣∣
p1=0
, (187)
where:
Z−∞Li :=
∑
~p⊥∈Zd−i
∂C−1s (~p⊥)
∂p21
G2(~p⊥) , Z−∞Ui :=
∑
~p⊥∈Zd−i
∂C−1s (~p⊥)
∂p21
G3(~p⊥) , (188)
Proof (Sketched). Assuming we are in the symmetric phase and taking the derivative of
the equation (177) with respect to M~q ′ and M¯~q; and vanishing the sources J = J¯ = 0, we
get: ∑
~p⊥,~p⊥ ′
∏
j 6=1
δpjp′j
[[
Cs(~p
2)− Cs(~p ′ 2)
][ ∂2G~p,~p ′
∂M~q ′ ∂M¯~q
+ δ~p~q δ~p ′,~q ′
]
− Γ(2)s ,~q~p δ~q ′~p ′ + Γ(2)s ,~q ′~p ′δ~p~q
− rs(~p 2)δ~q~p δ~q ′~p ′ + rs(~p ′ 2)δ~q ′~p ′δ~p~q
]
= 0 , (189)
where we used the fact that following (16) the inverse of the 2-point function G =
∂2Ws/∂J∂J¯ is Γ
(2)
s + rs, implying : ∂Γs/∂M = J¯ − rsM¯ . Then it is easy to check
that:
∂2G~p,~p ′
∂M~q ′ ∂M¯~q
= −G(~p )Γ(4)s (~p⊥, ~p⊥,~0,~0)G(~p ′) . (190)
Inserting this relation in the equation (189), and taking the limit p1 → p′1 → 0 and
~q = ~q ′ = ~0, we get:∑
~p⊥
G2(~p⊥) Γ(4)s (~p⊥, ~p⊥,~0,~0) = −
∂
∂p21
[
Γ(2)s (~p )− C−1(~p )
] ∣∣
~p=~0
(191)
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recall that C−1 := C−1s − rs. In fact, it is easy to see that the LO contractions of G2 are
those building a 4-dipole in the melonic contribution, and a 3-dipole in the pseudo-melonic
one. In the first case, this implies that we have to keep only the contribution of Γ(4),1smelo.
In the second case, we keep only the contributions of Γ(4),1is pseudo-melo for i 6= 1. Finally, due
to the Sym is the decomposition of the 4-point functions, only half of them contribute at
LO. The formula (185) follows.
To prove the formulas (186) and (187), we have to derive two times with respect to M ,
and two times with respect to M¯ . Straightforwardly we get:∑
~p⊥,~p ′⊥
δ~p⊥~p ′⊥∆Cs(~p, ~p
′) Γ˜(6)s,~p4~p2~p ′;~p3~p1~pGs(~p )Gs(~p
′) +
∑
~p⊥,~p ′⊥
δ~p⊥~p ′⊥X~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4;~p~p ′ = 0 , (192)
where we used the following definitions:
Γ˜
(6)
s,~p4~p2~p ′;~p3~p1~p := Γ
(6)
s,~p4~p2~p ′;~p3~p1~p − 4Γ
(4)
s,~p~p4;~p1~p ′′Gs(~p
′′)Γ(4)s,~p ′′~p2;~p2~p ′ , (193)
and
X~p1,~p2,~p3,~p4;~p~p ′ := −δ~p3~p ′Γ(4)s,~p2~p4;~p~p1 − δ~p1~p ′Γ
(4)
s,~p2~p4;~p~p3
+ δ~p4~p Γ
(4)
s,~p ′~p2;~p1~p3 + δ~p2~p Γ
(4)
s,~p ′~p4;~p1~p3 (194)
and finally we introduced the notation ∆Cs(~p, ~p ′) := Cs(~p 2) − Cs(~p ′ 2). There is an
important difference with the previous Ward identity. While the boundary graph of any
connected 2 point graph is the elementary melon, denoted as γ1 in the Section (3.2);
the boundaries of connected 4-point graphs can be melonics or pseudo-melonics. In both
sides of the equation (192), we then have to identify the contributions having the same
boundary graphs; exactly like for the flow equations in the previous section, equation
(162) for instance. Moreover, the intertwining sector has to be taken into account in the
computation of the pseudo-melonic contribution. Once again, picturing only the boundary
structure of the effective vertices, the left hand side of the equation (192) write as:
G2
+
G2
+
G2
+
G2
+
G2
+
G2
+
G2
+ · · ·

− 2
{
G
G2
+
G
G2
+
G
G2
+ · · ·
}
, (195)
and it is not hard to select, among these contractions, the LO ones, having respectively
melonic or pseudo-melonic boundaries. For instance, the first one in the upper line has
quartic melonic boundary, while the second ones have pseudo-melonic boundaries. We
then have to split the series of allowed contractions as:
G2
+
G2
− 2
{
G
G2
+
G
G2
}
,
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for relevant melonic, and
G2
+
G2
− 2
{
G
G2
}
, (196)
for relevant pseudo-melonic. Then, setting ~p3 = ~p4 = ~0 in a first time, ~p1 = (p′1,~0⊥) , in
a second time ~p2 = (p1,~0⊥), and finally p1 → p′1 → 0, we get the two formula (186) and
(187); taking into account the renormalization conditions (123), (124) and (140).

To complete this proposition, we may compute the derivative in both sizes, for C−1 and
C−1s = C
−1 + rs, using the regularized version (169) and (171) of these kinetic kernels, we
get:
∂C−1
∂p21
(~p ) = Z−∞Θ−1a (Λ
2 − ~p 2)− (Z−∞~p 2 +m2)Θ
′
a
Θ2a
(Λ2 − ~p 2) . (197)
Then, taking the limit a→ 0, and due to the fact that Θ′ = δ, we get, for the right hand
side:
∂C−1
∂p21
(~p = ~0 ) = Z−∞ . (198)
In the same way:
∂C−1s
∂p21
(~p ) =
(
Z−∞ +
∂rs
∂p21
(~p )
)
Θ−1a (Λ
2 − ~p 2)− (Z−∞~p 2 +m2)Θ
′
a
Θ2a
(Λ2 − ~p 2) . (199)
Moreover, we have to take into account the factors Θ2a of Θ3a coming from G2 of G3 in the
definitions of the functions Li and Ui. Indeed:
G =
Cs
1− CsΣ(~p ) ∝ Θ(Λ
2 − ~p 2) , (200)
which leads to, in the limit a→ 0:
Z−∞ Li :=
∑
~p⊥∈Zd−i
(
Z−∞ +
∂rs
∂p21
(~p )
)
G2(~p⊥)− 5− i
2
(Z−∞Λ2 +m2)G2(Λ)Ωd−iΛ3−i ,
(201)
Z−∞ Ui :=
∑
~p⊥∈Zd−i
(
Z−∞ +
∂rs
∂p21
(~p )
)
G3(~p⊥)− 5− i
2
(Z−∞Λ2 +m2)G3(Λ)Ωd−iΛ3−i ,
(202)
where for the “boundary terms” we used the fact that G(~p ) only depends on ~p 2, from
which we introduced the notation: G(~p )δ(Λ2 − ~p 2) =: G(Λ)δ(Λ2 − ~p 2). Moreover, we
computed the following sum using integral approximation:∑
~p⊥
δ(Λ2 − ~p 2⊥) ∼
∫
dd−ix δ(Λ2 − ~x 2) = 1
2
(5− i)Ωd−iΛ3−i . (203)
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In the continuum limit i.e. for a large Λ, the boundaries terms in equations (201) are
irrelevant for Ui for i = 1 and 2; and for Li for i = 2. For i = 1, the boundary term
remains of order 1. The first term, proportional to Z−∞Λ2 may be discarded with respect
to the logarithm divergence of the first term. Taking into account the proper scaling of the
mass, including counter-term, the second term is as well of order 1; but a difficulty arises
from the fact that it does not share the factor Z−∞ allowing to compare it with the first
term. However, our investigations are far away from the scale Λ. Then this constant term,
only depending on the microscopic initial condition at this scale does not compromise
our conclusions, which are essentially based on variations with respect to the IR scale
k = es. Finally, other regularization scheme allows to prevent the occurrence of such a
boundary terms. This is especially the case of dimensional regularization working on the
dimension of the internal group manifold, U(1), which becomes U(1)D. The integrals may
be analytically continued inD, and the divergences localized around the poles in  = 1−D.
All the incoming conclusions may be deduced from one or the other regularization scheme,
with the corresponding definition:
Definition 27 In dimensional regularization, the continuum limit corresponds to D → 1.
The Ward identity allows to compute the derivative of the 4-point functions at zero mo-
menta, or in other word, to keep an additional information coming from the momentum
dependence of the effective vertex. Note that such a dependence do not appears in the
standard crude truncations; as it can be easily cheeked from Appendix (B) where the
truncation method around just-renormalizable interactions has been briefly recalled to
compare with the flow equations deduced from effective vertex method. The knowledge of
these derivative allows to compute the anomalous dimension from its definition (173) like
any other couplings. However, the Ward identities (185), (186), and (187) are not directly
practicable because of the presence of Z−∞ and divergent quantities like L1. These quan-
tities refers to the global history of the flow, but to be usable, the local flow equation (19)
requires local information. Then, we have to deals with these divergent terms to extract
local information from Ward identities. To this end, let us first consider the case of the
pure melonic sector, setting λ4,2 = λ6,1 = 0. Note that this sector is stable, in the sens
that relevant pseudo-melonic contributions can not be generated from the melonic sector
itself in the UV. In a second time, we will consider the mixing sector.
• Melonic sector
Setting λ4,2 = λ6,1 = 0, only the melonic sector remains in the theory, and the relevant
theory space in the UV sector contains only melonic functions, having melonic graphs
as boundary. The effective marginal coupling λ4,1(s) ≡ λ(s) remains the only relevant
parameter to control the large behavior of the flow. Then, all correlations function may
be expressed in term of this parameter as well as effective 2-point functions. The corre-
sponding 6-point function may be obtained from our results of the section (4) vanishing
the pseudo-melonic couplings (see [59] for more detail). As mentioned before, the interest
of this discussion allows only to understand the way to deals with non-local terms in the
Ward identity, a point which in not discussed in the previous work. For convenience, and
because it have to be precised, we limit our study to the standard modified Litim regulator
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[79]-[80]:
rs(~p ) := Z(s)(e
2s − ~p 2)Θ(e2s − ~p 2) , (204)
In the melonic sector, and using (201) and (198), the Ward identities (185), (186) are
reduce to12 :
2Z−∞λL = −Z + Z−∞ , (205)
Z−∞Π(3) L − 8Z−∞λ2 U = − d
dp2
Π(2) , (206)
where to simplify the notations we left the irrelevant lower index 1 for L and U , and
we denote as Π(3) and Π(2) the quantities respectively called Π(3)1,a and Π
(2)
1 . Defining
Z¯ := Z/Z−∞, we get from the first equation (205):
Z¯ = 1− 2λL . (207)
Note that this equation has been derived in [59] directly from closed equation (56). A
first important relation between beta functions and anomalous dimension can be deduced
from the first relation (205). This is useful as a consistency ingredient for our incoming
approximation as well as a test for other approximations schemes. This is the case like
the ones considered in the reference paper [59] for the computation of the effective loop
integrals involved in the EVE method, and for other methods like truncation, considered
in Appendix (B). From the definition (173), η = ˙¯Z/Z¯, and from definition (207):
˙¯Z = −2(λ˙L+ λL˙) = λ˙
λ
(Z¯ − 1)− 2λ(A˙4,2 + ∆˙) . (208)
The difference ∆ := L − A4,2 involves the derivative of the regulator function: ∆ =
1
Z−∞
∑
~p∈Zd−1 G
2(~p )r′s(~p ) , the “prime” meaning derivative with respect to the variable p21,
setting equal to zero. For the Litim regulator:
r′s(~p ) = −Z(s)Θ(e2s − ~p 2)→ r˙s(~p ) = −[η(e2s − ~p 2) + 2e2s]r′s(~p ) . (209)
The two distributions r′s and r˙s are proportionals. Thus, the approximation (25) used
for computation of the sums In,m in the flow equations must be used for computation of
∆ and ∆˙. However, as explained before the definition (25), this approximation becomes
totally wrong for the computation of A˙2,4, and all divergent quantities, for which the deep
UV terms survive. We will discuss this point carefully. From now, let us consider the
structure equations for melonic 4-point functions. They only involves Π(2)1,a ≡ Π(2) = 2λ(s),
and it is explicitly given from lemma (3):
λ(s) =
λ
1 + 2λA4,2 , (210)
where, in the right hand side, coupling without explicit s dependence designates the bare
coupling. Deriving it with respect to s, we get:
λ˙(s) = −2λ2(s)A˙4,2 . (211)
12we discard the boundary terms for this discussion.
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Finally, because of the definition of rs, ∆ is proportional to Z¯/Z2. Extracting this factor as
∆ =: Z¯
Z2
B¯(s), and defining the renormalized coupling following definition (26) λ¯ := λ/Z2,
we obtain from equation (208):
η =
λ˙
λ
− 2λ¯(−ηB¯(s) + ˙¯B(s)) . (212)
The contribution B¯(s) can be easily computed using integral approximation, valid for
es  1,
B¯(s) = − Ωd−1
(1 + m¯2)2
→ ˙¯B(s) = 2 Ωd−1
(1 + m¯2)3
βm , (213)
where Ωd−1 denote the hyper-volume of the unit ball in dimension d − 1. Inserting this
result in equation (208), and using the definition of βλ = (λ˙− 2ηλ)/Z2, we get:
Corollary 5 In the deep UV and for purely melonic sector, and with approximation (25),
the Ward identity rely the beta functions and anomalous dimension as:
βλ = −ηλ¯
(
1− 2λ¯ Ωd−1
(1 + m¯2)2
)
+ 4λ¯2
Ωd−1
(1 + m¯2)3
βm . (214)
This equation is an additional constraint on the flow, and among their consequences, it
adds a strong constraint on the fixed points. Indeed, let us defined a fixed point p =
(m¯2∗, λ¯∗) such that βλ(p) = βm(p) = 0, we must have:
η∗ = 0 , or 2λ¯∗
Ωd−1
(1 + m¯2∗)2
= 1 . (215)
The fixed point found in [59], recovered in section (5.3) and Appendix (B) was such that
p ≈ (−0, 55, 0, 003), η ≈ 0, 7 and violate the two previous conditions. This seems to be
a strong argument in favor of a disappearance of the fixed point, which violate the Ward
identities. However, this argument require to be careful analyzed. First of all, the Ward
identity is written in the symmetric phase. Also, the constraint depend on the choice of
the regulator, except for one and two loop approximation as well, in accordance to their
universality. Then, such a statement requires a proper analysis on the influence of the
regulator. However, the strong gap between the obtained values and the requirement of
the constraint seems to indicate that this fixed point is well a spurious consequence of
the lack of the Ward identity constraint. We keep this important discussion for a work in
preparation. At this stage, the constraint given from corollary (5) provides us an important
information for the computation of the integrals. Indeed, if we try to compute the integral
A4,2 using approximation (25), introducing a cut off on the high momenta, we get:
A4,2 = (B¯ + a ln(Λ))/Z2. (216)
The derivative with respect to s then generate a factor −2ηA4,2, having the same expected
behavior in Λ as Z¯. As a result, we generate a term −2ηλ¯, which exactly compensates
the same term coming from λ˙/λ. As a consequence, the leading term in λ¯ writes as
β
(2)
λ = η
(1)λ¯, where η(1) denote the first order term in the expansion of η in power of
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λ. From Appendix (B) or from a direct computation, we get η(1) = 8Ωd−1λ, implying
β
(2)
λ = 8Ωd−1λ
2 ≥ 0. This result is in complete violation of universality. Indeed, a direct
calculation show that the theory is asymptotically free and β(2)λ = −η(1)λ¯. In the decompo-
sition of A4,2, the problem come from the big logarithm term a ln(Λ)/Z2(s), and especially
from the dependence on Z(s). The bound of the integration is so far from the allowed
windows of momenta ensuring validity of the approximation, and the factor in front of
this big logarithm does not have to depend on s. With this hypothesis, and assuming
that 1/Z¯ → 0 in the continuum limit Λ → ∞, we recover the exact result (5). For this
reason, we will use this approximation only for convergent integrals, and more generally
whenever that these deep UV contributions are completely discarded. This is the case for
the integral approximations used in the reference [59].
Even to close this discussion, let us return on the expression (207). From renormalization
conditions, Z(s→ −∞) = 1 and λ(s→ −∞) = λr, we have:
Z−1−∞ = 1− 2λrA−∞ , (217)
where A−∞ := L(s→∞). From the condition rs→−∞ = 0, we have explicitly:
A−∞ =
∑
~p∈Zd−1
1
[Γs→−∞(~p )]
2 =
∑
~p∈Zd−1
[
1
Z−∞~p 2 +m2 − Σ−∞(~p )
]2
. (218)
The counter-terms subtract all the sub-divergences, except the global one13. Then, we
expect that Z−1−∞ diverge logarithmically in the continuum limit Λ → ∞ (D → 1), or
equivalently Z−∞ → 0 like 1/ ln(Λ). Then Z ≈ −2Z−∞λL, without contradiction with
the formula (5); as we can show from a straightforward computation. Moreover, in the
second Ward identity (206):
1
2
ZΠ(3) + 8Z−∞λ3 U = λ d
dp2
Π(2) . (219)
As for L, the quantity U splits as:
U = A4,3 + Z¯
Z3
C¯(s). (220)
However, A4,3 is superficially convergent and all the sub-divergences have been canceled
from renormalization. Then, in the continuum limit, we have Z−∞A4,3 → 0. Recall that
Π(3) is given in section (4.2.2), proposition (8). Then, using integral approximation for
the computation of the sum, and the definition (25) for the computation of the convergent
integral, we get with Ω4 = pi2/2:
Π(3) = 16λ3A4,3 = 16λ3 1
2Z3e2s
pi2
1 + m¯2
(
1
(1 + m¯2)2
+
1
1 + m¯2
+ 1
)
, (221)
13We lack the final subtraction in the Zimmerman forest formula.
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and :
C¯(s) = − 1
2e2s
pi2
(1 + m¯2)3
, (222)
so that equation (219) becomes:
d
dp2
Π(2) =
1
2Z2e2s
λ2
pi2
1 + m¯2
(
1
1 + m¯2
+ 1
)
. (223)
The right hand side of the equation (219) may be computed from the same approximation.
Because of the structure equation for 4-point function, it is easy to cheek that (see [59]):
d
dp2
Π(2) = −4λ2(s) d
dp2
A4,2(p = 0) , (224)
where A4,2(p) :=
∑
~q∈Zd δpq1G
2(~q ). Once again this function can be computed using ap-
proximation (25), because the derivative with respect to p21 is insensitive on the deep UV
effect depending on the UV cut-off. Explicitly, we get:
d
dp2
A4,2(p = 0) = − 1
2Z2e2s
pi2
1 + m¯2
(
1
1 + m¯2
+ 1
)
, (225)
so that equation (223) is identically verified. Then, this simple cheeking ensure at least
the coherence of our approximation for the computation of convergent integral with Ward
identities.
• Mixing sector
In the mixing sector, and following the Ward identity (185), the formula (205) is replaced
by:
Z¯ = 1− 2λ4,1L1 − 8λ4,2L2 . (226)
As for the purely melonic sector, we expect that Z¯ ∼ ln(Λ) in the continuum limit.
Moreover, once again, we have Z¯(s→ −∞) = 1/Z−∞, so that :
Z−1−∞ = 1− 2λr4,1A4,2(−∞)− 8λr4,2A3,2(−∞) , (227)
and Z−∞ → 0 like 1/ ln(Λ) in the continuum limit. As in the melonic sector, this allows
to simplify the Ward identities. However, an additional strong simplification come from
the fact that A3,2(−∞) is a superficially convergent integral, whose sub-divergences are
canceled from renormalization. Then, we have Z−1−∞ ≈ −2λr4,1A4,2(−∞), meaning that
Z−∞A3,2 → 0 in the continuum limit. This can be translated as an approximation for Z
itself. Indeed, decomposing Li as
Li = A5−i,2 + kd−i−4Z¯B¯i/Z2, (228)
with
B¯i = − Ωd−i
(1 + m¯2)2
, (229)
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and imposing in the continuum limit that Z−∞A3,2 → 0, we get: Z ≈ −2Z−∞λ4,1L1 −
8λ4,2B¯2/(kZ). Also Ui is decomposed as:
Z−∞Ui = Z−∞A5−i,3 + kd−i−6 1
Z
C¯i , C¯i = − Ωd−i
(1 + m¯2)3
. (230)
Because A5−i,3 is a superficially convergent quantity, we expect that, up to the sub-
divergences canceled from renormalization, it is insensitive on the UV cut of. Therefore,
we have to impose Z−∞A5−i,3 → 0 in the continuum limit and the Ward identities (186)
and (187) reduce to14:
∂Π
(2)
1
∂p21
=
Z
λ4,1
(
Π
(3)
1,a +
1
3
Π
(3)
1,b
)(
1 +
32λ4,2pi
3Z2(1 + m¯2)2
)
− 4λ4,1pi
(1 + m¯2)3
(
piλ4,1 +
32
3
λ4,2
)
,
(231)
∂Π
(2)
2
∂p21
=
4pi
3Z
1
(1 + m¯2)2
(
12λ6,1 +
2
3
Π
(3)
1,c
)
− λ24,2
32
3Z
pi
(1 + m¯2)3
. (232)
The knowledge of these derivative is the last ingredient required for computation of the
anomalous dimension. Moreover, to find non-trivial fixed point require to use renormal-
ized couplings defined in definition (26). To this end, we introduce the dimensionless
renormalized sums I¯m,n as:
Im,n =: Z1−ne(m+2−2n)sI¯m,n . (233)
Generally, we will adopt the convention that any bared quantity x¯ is renormalized and
dimensionless, in the sense that we have extracted its proper Z and es dependence:
x = Zαedx sx¯ , (234)
dx being the canonical dimension of x. From these definitions, the two equations (231)
and (232) admit dimensionless and renormalized versions as:
Π¯
(2) ′
1 =
1
λ¯4,1
(
Π¯
(3)
1,a +
1
3
Π¯
(3)
1,b
)(
1 +
32λ¯4,2pi
3(1 + m¯2)2
)
− 4λ¯4,1pi
(1 + m¯2)3
(
piλ¯4,1 +
32
3
λ¯4,2
)
, (235)
Π¯
(2) ′
2 =
4pi
3
1
(1 + m¯2)2
(
12λ¯6,1 +
2
3
Π¯
(3)
1,c
)
− λ¯24,2
32
3
pi
(1 + m¯2)3
. (236)
Moving on the computation of the anomalous dimension, from equation (157) and defini-
tion (173), we get:
Z˙ = − d
dp21
∑
~q
Γ(4)s (~p, ~q; ~p, ~q )
r˙s(~q )
[Γ
(2)
s (~q ) + rs(~q )]2
 ∣∣∣∣
p1=0
. (237)
Keeping only the LO terms like for the computation of βm, we get:
Z˙ = −Π(2) ′1 I¯4,2 − 4Π(2) ′2 I¯3,2 − Π(2)1 I¯ ′4,2 − 4Π(2)2 I¯ ′3,2 . (238)
Then, from renormalization conditions (121), using definitions (26) and (233), as well as
(173); and from the flow equation (10), we deduce the following final statement:
14We recall that Ω3 = 4pi/3.
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Proposition 12 In the symmetric phase and in the continuum limit, the anomalous di-
mension η(s) defined in (173) satisfy the equation:
η(s) =
(4λ¯4,1 − Π(2)′1 )pi2 + (3λ¯4,2 − Π(2)′2 )32pi3
(1 + m¯2)2 + (Π
(2)′
1 − 6λ¯4,1)pi26 + (Π(2)′2 − 5λ¯4,2)32pi15
, (239)
and the autonomous system for beta functions:
βm = −(2 + η)m¯2 − 10 λ¯4,1I¯4,2 − 20λ¯4,2I¯3,2 , (240)
β4,1 = −2ηλ¯4,1 −
(
2Π¯
(3)
1,a +
2
3
Π¯
(3)
1,b
)
I¯4,2 + 4λ¯24,1I¯4,3 + 16λ¯4,1λ¯4,2I¯3,3 , (241)
β4,2 = −(1 + 2η)λ¯4,2 −
(
3λ¯6,1 +
1
6
Π¯
(3)
1,c
)
I¯3,2 + 4λ¯24,2I¯3,3 , (242)
β6,1 = −3ηλ¯6,1 −
(
1
6
Π¯
(4)
2 +
1
4!
Π¯
(4)
1
)
I¯3,2 + 12λ¯4,2λ¯6,1I¯3,3 − 8λ¯34,2I¯3,4 , (243)
where we defined:
I¯m,n(p) := 1
Z1−ne(m+2−2n)s
∑
~p∈Zm+1
δp,p1 r˙s(~p )G
n(~p ) ; I¯ ′m,n =
∂I¯m,n
∂p21
(0) . (244)
All the dimensionless sums involved in this propositions may be easily computed using
integral approximation. The details are given in Appendix (A), we get:
I¯m,n(p) = e
−(m+2)sΩm
(1 + m¯2)n
[
2e2s + η
(
e2s −
(
m
m+ 2
(e2s − p2) + p2
))]
(e2s − p2)m/2 . (245)
Finally, from the approximation Z ≈ −2Z−∞λ4,1L1 − 8λ4,2B¯2/(kZ) used before, and
from a straightforward computation following the same steps as for the purely melonic
sector, we deduce the complementary statement of corollary (5):
Corollary 6 In the symmetric phase, and taking the continuum limit, the beta functions
for φ4-couplings are related to the anomalous dimension as
ηλ¯4,1 = (β4,1 + 2ηλ¯4,1)
(
1− 32pi
3
λ¯4,2
(1 + m¯2)2
)
− pi
2λ¯24,1
(1 + m¯2)2
(
η +
2βm
1 + m¯2
)
+
32
3
piλ¯41
(1 + m¯2)2
(
β4,2 + 2ηλ¯4,2
)− 32
3
piλ¯4,1λ¯4,2
(1 + m¯2)2
(
η +
2βm
1 + m¯2
)
. (246)
Once again, this relations which depends only on the choice of the regulator and on the
continuum limit can be used to analyse the robustness of the fixed points obtained from
flow equation (19). Like for the melonic case, we will extend the discussion about this
constraint in forthcoming works.
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5.3 Investigations on the phase space structure
To conclude this section, we will investigate the structure of the phase space, and the
existence of non trivial fixed points. We divide these investigations into two parts. In a
first time we will study the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point, and argue in favor of an
asymptotic safety scenario. In a second time, we will move on to the research of non-trivial
fixed points in accordance to this scenario. Due to the complicated structure of the flow
equations, we use numerical methods for this purpose. Another important simplification
comes from the choice of the regulator rs. Formally, the exact renormalization group flow
described from equation (19) does not depend on the choice of the regulator. However, the
approximations required to extract a practicable information from this equation generally
depends on this choice. This is especially the case for crude truncations whose method is
recalled in the appendix (B) to compare with the EVE method. We expect that effective
vertex method discussed in this paper does not suffer for the same pathology, or at least,
the dependence on the regularization becomes marginal.
Let us remark that the definition (25) is not supported with a rigorous proof. however,
despite the fact that we expected the reliability on the results deduced from our method,
the approximation scheme that we will use to extract information, especially for non-
Gaussian fixed points is suspected to increase the dependence on the regulator. Due to
this difficulty, a rigorous discussion on the reliability of our results, especially on the choice
of the regulator function will be considered for a future work, and in this section we only
investigate the plot of the using the Litim regulator (204). For the rest of this section, we
denote by p ≡ (m¯2, λ¯4,1, λ¯4,2, λ¯6,1) the point in the four dimensional phase space.
5.3.1 Vicinity of the non-Gaussian fixed point
The Gaussian point p0 := (0, 0, 0, 0) is obviously a fixed point of the system (12), with crit-
ical exponents (−2,−1, 0, 0), in accordance with the canonical dimension of the involved
couplings. Expanding the flow equations around p0, and keeping only the leading order
contributions, we get :
βm ≈ −2m¯2 − 10pi
(
piλ¯4,1 +
16
3
λ¯4,2
)
(247)
β4,1 ≈ −4pi
(
piλ¯4,1 +
16
3
λ¯4,2
)
λ¯4,1 (248)
β4,2 ≈ −λ¯4,2 − 8piλ6,1 (249)
β6,1 ≈ −12pi
(
piλ¯4,1 +
16
3
λ¯4,2
)
λ¯6,1 . (250)
These equations are very reminiscent to some ones already studied in the literature [50, 57]
for φ6-models. Setting λ¯4,2 = λ¯6,1 = 0, we recover the well known asymptotic freedom of
the quartic melonic models : β4,1 ≈ −4pi2λ¯24,1, ensuring a well behavior in the UV for
perturbative theory. Complementary, for λ¯4,1 = 0, the expected UV behavior of the flow
lines is radically different. Indeed, let us consider the flow equations in the invariant plane
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(λ¯4,1, λ¯6,1):
β4,2 = −λ¯4,2 − 8piλ¯6,1 (251)
β6,1 = −64piλ¯4,2λ¯6,1 . (252)
The situation is quite different from the pure marginal quartic case. In contrast to him,
the sign of the beta function depend on the sign of the couplings, and this dependence
drastically change the behavior of the flow lines. When the two couplings are both positive,
λ¯6,1, λ¯4,2 > 0, a region denoted as I on Figure (33)a, the beta functions are negative as well;
and the two couplings decrease in the same time. Nevertheless, so far from p0, the flow
line are incoming on the origin. For the rest of the phase diagram, we have to distinguish
two regions, respectively labeled II and III, such that β4,2 < 0 in the region II and β4,2 > 0
in the region III; the two regions being separated with the line β4,2 = 0. In the region II,
λ¯4,2 < 0 and λ¯6,1 > 0, then, β4,2 < 0 and β6,1 > 0. As a result, any trajectory starting
in this region necessarily goes ultimately far away of the Gaussian fixed point. Finally, in
the region III, the situation is still different, β4,2 and β6,1 are both positive; and we expect
that any trajectory starting in this region is getting closer to the λ¯6,1-axis and move away
from the λ¯4,2-axis. To be more precise, let us consider the region I.
I
II
III
λ¯4,2
λ¯6,1
β4,2 = 0
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
λ61
λ 42
Figure 33: Phase portrait in the plan (λ¯4,1, λ¯6,1), in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed
point. On the left, the qualitative phase space, obtained from an analysis of the differential
equations decribing the flow. On the right, the same region obtained from a numerical
analysis. In both cases, the red point corresponds to the Gaussian fixed point.
It is easy to show that any trajectory starting in this region (which exclude the vertical
axis) have to cross the λ¯6,1-axis before reaching the Gaussian fixed point, and then is
ultimately repelled from it, to the infinity. Indeed, considering a trajectory whose points
reach the surface of a disk of radius  around p0. Excluding the axis, the two coordinates
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are both of order , and then β4,2 = O() while β6,1 = O(2). As a consequence, for
any variation δs of the flow parameter, δλ¯4,2 ∝ δs and δλ¯6,1 ∝ 2δs, implying that
δλ¯4,2 ∝ δλ¯6,1/. For any variation δλ¯6,1 in the direction of the λ¯4,2-axis, the component
of the velocity vector in the direction of the horizontal axis becomes arbitrary large. The
vector field then becomes more and more vertical, and finally goes through the horizontal
axis. It is not so hard to show that around this point corresponds to the minimal distance
with the origin of coordinates15. The same phenomena is expected in region III, and the
qualitative behavior is pictured on Figure (33)a. Figure (33)b is a numerical integration
of the same region, which confirm this expected behavior. As a consequence, it seems
that the mixing sector is not asymptotically free, due to the presence of pseudo-melons.
Solving this difficulty, and a well understanding of the UV completion of the theory then
require to have more information about the landscape around the Gaussian fixed point,
especially concerning the existence of non-Gaussian UV fixed point to which the outgoing
trajectories maybe to ends.
5.3.2 Non Gaussian fixed points
To investigate the non-Gaussian fixed points, we have to solve the complete autonomous
system given from proposition (12). However, the complicated structure of these equations
require approximations to get solving them. Due to this difficulty, we limit our investiga-
tions on the fixed points which can be reach from a perturbative analysis. Our strategy
is the following. Increasing the terms keeping in the perturbative expansion of the exact
flow equations, we get a list of fixed points which progressively converge to a single one:
p1 ≈ (−0.55, 0.003, 0, 0) , (253)
having one relevant, one irrelevant and two attractive focal directions. Because all the
pseudo-melonic couplings vanish, we call this fixed point “melonic”. Moreover,it matches
with the fixed point already deduced in our previous work [59] in the melonic sector, and
with the fixed point called FP2 in the Appendix (B) of this paper. This fixed point
seems to be a good candidate as UV fixed point, providing an indication in favor of an
asymptotic safety scenario. In this respect, the fact that only melonic interactions survives
when the trajectories reach this fixed point remains an interesting feature of this theory.
However, even if we discard the numerical difficulties, the existence of this fixed point
seems to be compromised from the constraint (5) coming from Ward identity. Indeed,
a simple numerical calculation show a large deviation at the fixed point p1, indicating a
strong violation of the Ward identity for relevant operators. At this stage, we can not
expect that the problem comes from the numerical analysis. Indeed, the same difficulty
occurs in the purely melonic sector, where the numerical investigation may be done easily.
Moreover, as discussed above, we naively expect that the dependence on the regularization
have to be improved with respect to the crude truncations. Nevertheless in both cases
the difficulty is the same. A possibility is to consider that this discordance indicates the
break down of the validity of the expansion around vanishing mean field, as it is the case
15In polar coordinates, denoting by r(t) the distance from the origin, we get easily that r˙(s) =
−r(s) sin θ(sin θ + 8pi cos θ + 64r(s)pi sin θ cos θ), vanishing for θ = 0.
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in the symmetric phase. More generally, we can expect that the problem come from a
crude reduction of the full theory space.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have built a version of the non-perturbative renormalization group flow
including non-trivial dependence of the effective vertices on the relevant and marginal
operators in a sector mixing melonics and pseudo-melonics interactions. This allows to use
them to solve the renormalization group flow of the full operators in the UV, and close the
infinite hierarchy equation coming from the flow equations. The resulting flow equations
seems to indicate the existence of a non-trivial UV attractive fixed point including only
purely melonic interactions. However, we showed that Ward identity are strongly violated
at this fixed point. As a result, our unique fixed point seems to be unphysical, and the
possible existence of other non-trivial fixed points far away of our investigation procedure
seems to be necessary.
The importance to include the contraint coming from Ward identity in the resolution
of the flow equation is not a novelty, and is well known in gauge theory, especially in QCD
non-perturbative approach. Note that its not the only limitation of our results. despite the
fact that we don’t crudely truncate the flow, we have made some approximations whose
consistency have to be supported in forthcoming works. In particular our investigations
have been limited on the symmetric phase, ensuring convergence of any expansion around
vanishing means field. Moreover, we have retained only the first terms in the derivative
expansion of the 2-point function, and only considered the local potential approximation,
i.e. potentials which can be expanded as an infinite sum of melonic and pseudo melonic
local interactions. Some deviations from ultra locality could be introduce non-trivial effects
having the same power counting with ultra-locals interactions with higher valences, and
then have to contribute with them on the same footing. All these difficulties are not took
into account in our conclusions, and will be discussed on some works in progress.
Appendices
A Useful formulas
In this section we provide the proof of the useful sums involved in the flow equations. First
of all, let us write
Am,n :=
∑
~p∈Zm
Gn(~p ) . (254)
Due to the Heaviside function θ(x), the above expression can be decomposed into two
different contributions depend respectively on θ(e2s − p2) and θ(p2 − e2s). The first one
correspond to the integration domain p2 ≤ e2s i.e the IR domain. On the other hand the
second integration region p2 > e2s correspond to UV domain. Now integrating over the
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m-ball we get
Am,n(p) =
(
Ωm(e
2s − p2)m2
Zne2ns(m¯2 + 1)n
+
mΩm
Zn
∫ ∞
√
e2s−p2
xm−1dx
(x2 + p2 + e2sm¯2)n
)
θ(e2s − p2)
+
mΩm
Zn
∫ ∞
0
xm−1dx
(x2 + p2 + e2sm¯2)n
θ(p2 − e2s), (255)
where Ωm = pi
m
2
Γ(m
2
+1)
is the volume of unit m-sphere. The particular cas of integers m at
p = 0 are given by the following relations:
A4,3 = pi
2(m¯2 + 2)e−2s
2(m¯2 + 1)2Z3
+
pi2e−2s
2(m¯2 + 1)3Z3
(256)
A3,n = 4pie
(3−2n)s
3Zn(m¯2 + 1)n
+
4pie(3−2n)s
Zn
∫ ∞
1
x2dx
(x2 + m¯2)n
(257)
A2,n = pie
(2−2n)s
Zn(m¯2 + 1)n
+
2pie(2−2n)s
Zn
∫ ∞
1
xdx
(x2 + m¯2)n
(258)
A1,n = 2e
(1−2n)s
Zn(m¯2 + 1)n
+
e(1−2n)s
Zn
∫ ∞
1
dx
(x2 + m¯2)n
(259)
Now let us compute the quantities:
∑
p∈Z(A3,2(p))n and
∑
p∈ZA3,3(p)(A3,2(p))3 using
(255):
A3,2(p) =
[ 4pi(e2s − p2) 32
3Z2e4s(m¯2 + 1)2
+
4pi
e2sZ2
∫ ∞
1
x(e2sx2 − p2) 12dx
(x2 + m¯2)2
]
θ(e2s − p2)
+
4pi
Z2
∫ ∞
0
x2dx
(x2 + p2 + e2sm¯2)2
θ(p2 − e2s) (260)
Note that the support of the distributions θ(e2s− p2) and θ(p2− e2s) denoted respectively
by D1 and D2 are such that D1∩D2 = {es}, which is of nul measure in the Lebesgue sens.
Then the integration of the functions of the formX(p) := (a(p)θ(e2s−p2)+b(p)θ(p2−e2s))n
is therefore:∫
dpX(p) =
∫
D1
dp an(p)θ(e2s − p2) +
∫
D2
dp bn(p)θ(p2 − e2s). (261)
To give more explanation about the above relation, let us remark that (261) can be viewed
as the following sum
2
∫
dpX(p) ≡
∑
p∈D1
an(p) +
∑
p∈D2
bn(p) +
n−1∑
`=1
∑
p∈D1∩D2
n!
`!(n− `)!a
`(p)bn−`(p)
=
∑
p∈D1
an(p) +
∑
p∈D2
bn(p) +
n−1∑
`=1
n!
(n− `)!a
`(e2s)bn−`(e2s), (262)
where in the UV limit i.e. s → ∞ the quantity a(e2s) ≡ e−sZαa¯ → 0 and b(e2s) ≡
e−sZαb¯→ 0, α ∈ Z. Now applying this result to ∑p∈Z(A3;2(p))n we come to:∑
p∈Z
(A3,2(p))n = 2
(4pi
Z2
)n
e(1−n)s
∫ ∞
1
dy
(∫ ∞
0
x2dx
(x2 + y2 + m¯2)2
)n
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+ 2
(4pi
Z2
)n
e(1−n)s
∫ 1
0
dy
(
(1− y2) 32
3(m¯2 + 1)2
+
∫ ∞
1
x(x2 − y2) 12dx
(x2 + m¯2)2
)n
.(263)
In the same manner∑
p∈Z
A3,3(p)(A3,2(p))n = 2
(4pi
Z2
)n 4pi
Z3
e−(2+n)s
∫ ∞
1
dy
{∫ ∞
0
x2dx
(x2 + y2 + m¯2)3
×
(∫ ∞
0
x2dx
(x2 + y2 + m¯2)2
)n}
+ 2
(4pi
Z2
)n 4pi
Z3
e−(2+n)s
∫ 1
0
dy
{(
(1− y2) 32
3(m¯2 + 1)3
+
∫ ∞
1
x(x2 − y2) 12dx
(x2 + m¯2)3
)
×
(
(1− y2) 32
3(m¯2 + 1)2
+
∫ ∞
1
x(x2 − y2) 12dx
(x2 + m¯2)2
)n}
(264)
As in the previous paragraph the sum (244) can be integrated in the d − 1 ball as
follows:
I4,n(p) ≡ (d− 1)Ωd−1∂sZ(s)(e
2s − p2) + 2Z(s)e2s(
Z(s)(e2sm¯2 + e2s)
)n (e2s − p2) d−12
(d− 1)
− (d− 1)Ωd−1 ∂sZ(s)(
Z(s)(e2sm¯2 + e2s)
)n (e2s − p2) d+12
(d+ 1)
. (265)
In the same manner the sum (244) can be integrated in the d− 2 ball as follows:
I3,n(p) = (d− 2)Ωd−2∂sZ(s)(e
2s − p2) + 2Z(s)e2s(
Z(s)(e2sm¯2 + e2s)
)n (e2s − p2) d−22
(d− 2)
− (d− 2)Ωd−2 ∂sZ(s)(
Z(s)(e2sm¯2 + e2s)
)n (e2s − p2) d2
(d)
. (266)
Now we come to the simple expressions of I4,n(0) and I3,n(0) as:
I4,n(0) = pi
2e6s−2ns
6Zn−1(m¯2 + 1)n
(η + 6), I3,n(0) = 8pie
5s−2ns
15Zn−1(m¯2 + 1)n
(η + 5) (267)
I ′4,n(0) = −
pi2e(4−2n)s
2Zn−1(m¯2 + 1)n
(η + 4), I ′3,n(0) = −
4pie(3−2n)s
3Zn−1(m¯2 + 1)n
(η + 3). (268)
B φ6-truncation for mixing -U(1) TGFT
In this section the flow equation for the φ4 model is derived using the usual truncation
method of the Weterrich equation. For more detail concerning this process let see the
references [51]-[59] and [74]-[78] in the case of matrix models.
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B.1 Truncation procedure
The truncation is a projection of the RG flow into a finite dimensional subspace of the
infinite dimensional full theory space. In the case where d = 5 we write
Γs = Z(s)
∑
~p
T~p(~p
2 + e2sm¯(s)2)T¯~p + Z
2(s)λ¯4,1(s)V4,1
+Z2(s)esλ¯4,2(s)V4,2 + Z
3(s)λ¯6,1(s)V6,1 (269)
where the renormalized couplings Z2(s)λ¯4,1(s), Z2(s)λ¯4,2(s)es and Z3(s)λ¯6,1(s) is used and
the functions V4,1, V4,2 and V6,1 are the four and six-point interactions taking into account
the two differents sectors: melon and pseudo-melon. The Wetterich flow equation can
then be expand as:
∂sΓs = Tr r˙sG
(0)
s
(
1− 2λ4,1(s)V ′′4,1G(0)s − 2λ4,2(s)V ′′4,2G(0)s − 3λ6,1(s)V ′′6,1(G(0)s )2
+ 4(λ4,1(s)V
′′
4,1G
(0)
s )
2 + 4(λ4,2(s)V
′′
4,2G
(0)
s )
2 + 4λ4,1(s)V
′′
4,1G
(0)
s λ4,2(s)V
′′
4,2G
(0)
s
+ 6λ4,1(s)λ6,1(s)V
′′
4,1V
′′
6,1(G
(0)
s )
3 + 6λ4,2(s)λ6,1(s)V
′′
4,1V
′′
6,1(G
(0)
s )
3
+ 9λ26,1(s)V
′′
6,1(G
(0)
s )
4 + · · ·
)
. (270)
Now separate the contribution to the mass and couplings, the flow equations involves many
contractions of lines which can be represented graphically by the following diagrams: (Note
that we only considered the leading order contribution taking into account the melons,
the pseudo-melons and the intermediate contributions reported in subsection (4.1)).
∂sΓ
(2)
s =
∑
i
K2,i1
i
r˙G
+
∑
i,j
K2,ij2
r˙G
i j , (271)
∂sΓ
(4)
s =
∑
i
K4,i1
i i
G
r˙G
+
∑
i,j
K4,ij2
i i, j
j
G
r˙G
+
∑
ij
K4,ij3
i, j i, j
G
r˙G
+K4,ij4
r˙G
, (272)
∂sΓ
(6)
s =
∑
i
K6,i1 GG
r˙G
i i
i
+
∑
i,j
K6,ij4 GG
r˙G
i i
i j
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+
∑
i,j
[
K6,ij2
r˙G G
i j
i
j
+K6,ij3
r˙G
G G
i
j
+K6,ij5 GG
r˙G
i
i j
i
j
]
(273)
In (271) the first term correspond to the melonic contribution and the second one to the
pseudo-melonic sector. Further, the first line of equation (272) contribute only to the
melonic sector and the second line to the pseudo-melonic one. On the other hand the first
two graphs in the first line of equation (273) contribute to the melonic sector, the first two
graphs of the second line contribute to the pseudo-melonic sector and the last one to the
intermediate leading order contribution. Note that only the pseudo-melonic sector will be
taking into account in the flow equation of the coupling λ6,1(s). The coefficients Km,in and
Km,ijn are the combinatorial factors and will be given with detail.
Now using the results of the section (4), which provided the full expressions of the four
and six-point functions, and because of the choice of the truncation, we have the following
relations:
m2(s) = Γ(2)s (~0), (274)
Z(s) =
dΓ
(2)
s (~p)
dp21
∣∣∣
~p=~0
, (275)
∂sΓ
(4)
melo(~0,~0,~0,~0) = 4∂sλ4,1(s), (276)
∂sΓ
(4)
pseudo–melo(~0,~0,~0,~0) = 4∂sλ4,2(s), (277)
∂sΓ
(6)
s ,pseudo-melo(~0,~0,~0,~0,~0,~0) = 36∂sλ6,1(s). (278)
Then using the above expressions and expand in detail the relations (271), (272) and (273),
we get the following flow equations in which the dimensionless parameters m¯, λ¯4,1, λ¯4,2
and λ¯6,1 are used : 
βm = −(2 + η)m¯2 − 10 λ¯4,1I¯4,2 − 20λ¯4,2I¯3,2
β4,1 = −2ηλ¯4,1 + 4λ¯24,1I¯4,3 + 16λ¯4,1λ¯4,2I¯3,3
β4,2 = −(1 + 2η)λ¯4,2 − 3λ¯6,1I¯3,2 + 4λ¯24,2I¯3,3
β6,1 = −3ηλ¯6,1 + 12λ¯4,2λ¯6,1I¯3,3 − 8λ¯34,2I¯3,4
, (279)
In the computation of the anomalous dimension η := ∂sZ/Z we use the fact that
∂sZ = −2λ4,1 d
dp21
∑
~p⊥
∂srs(~p⊥)G2s(~p⊥)
∣∣∣
~p=~0
− 8λ4,2 d
dp21
∑
~p⊥′
∂srs(~p⊥′)G2s(~p⊥′)
∣∣∣
~p=~0
, (280)
and now solve the linear equation of the form ∂sZ = L(∂sZ), which leads to
η =
12pi(piλ¯4,1 + 8λ¯4,2)
3(m¯2 + 1)2 − pi(3piλ¯4,1 + 32λ¯4,2)
. (281)
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FP m¯2 104λ¯4,1 104λ¯4,2 106λ¯6,1 η θ(1) θ(2) θ(3) θ(4)
FP1 -0.64 0 -5.6 -4.1 0.513 12+13i 12-13i -14+13i -14-13i
FP2 -0.52 28 0 0 0.553 2.5 -3 1+0.6i 1-0.6i
FP3 1.36 0 -370 -70 -0.545 3.08 -0.41 -0.75 -1.4
Table 1: Summary of the non-Gaussian fixed points.
.
B.2 Fixed points in the UV regime
Solving numerically the system (279), we find some discrete non-Gaussian fixed points,
whose relevant characteristics are summarized in the Table (1) below. Also we give the
critical exponents θ(i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 of these different fixed points, corresponding to the
opposite signs of the eigenvalues of the stability matrix :βij := ∂iβj i ∈ {m2, λ1, λ2, λ3}.
Let’s remember that the fixed point are chosen in the domain {D > 0} where D is the
denominator of the anomalous dimension η i.e.
D = 3(m¯2 + 1)2 − pi(3piλ¯4,1 + 32λ¯4,2). (282)
This denominator introduces a singularity in the phase space of the flow. But further
away from the GFP, i.e. the non Gaussian fixed points D may vanish, creating in the plan
(λi, m¯
2), i ∈ {(4, 1), (4, 2), (6, 1)}, a singularity hyper-surface with equation D = 0. The
area below this line where D < 0 is thus disconnected from the region D > 0 connected to
these fixed points. Then, we ignore for our purpose the fixed points in the disconnected
region, for whichD < 0. Note that we get such a singularity surface with the EVE method,
get close to the one discussed here for small enough couplings. Numerically we get the
fixed point given in table (1). In this table, let us remark that FP2 corresponds to what
we obtained by taking into account only the melonic contributions which is investigated
in our previous work [59]. Now let us discuss the behavior of our model along these non-
Gaussian fixed points. For more explanation see [82]. Note that we have four dimensionless
couplings, thus the theory space is 4-dimensional. The signs of the eigenvalues determine
whether we approach or go away from the fixed point where the linearization is performed.
Consider the UV limits, i.e. k →∞. According to the table (1), we have:
1. For the fixed point FP1, two pair of complex conjugate critical exponents, with reals
parts have opposite signs. The fixed point is then focused attractive in the plan
defined from two eigenvectors, and focused repulsive in the complementary plan,
spanned from the two remaining eigenvectors.
2. For the fixed point FP2, we have one relevant direction, one irrelevant direction, and
a focusing attractive behavior in the complementary plan.
3. For the fixed point FP3, we get one revelant and four irrelevant directions.
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